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Relationship between Orthodontics and
Temporomandibular Disorders
SUMMARY

Since the end of the 20th century, the problems of the
temporomandibular disorders (TMDs) have aroused interest to the
orthodontists. The aim of this literature review is to present the
contemporary evidence concerning the association between the presence
of malocclusions and the occurrence of signs and symptoms of the TMJ.
In addition, additional variables, which may affect the TMJs of a patient
during the orthodontic treatment are pointed out. It is evident that there
is an increased number of patients who are seeking for orthodontic
treatment, not only in order to enhance their facial aesthetics and the
function of mastication system, but also to relieve the symptoms of the
temporomandibular joint (TMJ). There are multiple etiological factors that
have been associated with the TMDs and they may be manifested by pain
and/or sounds of TMJ. In addition, during the clinical examination it can be
detected a deviation from the normal function of the mandible.
Key words: Orthodontic Treatment, Temporomandibular Disorders,
Temporomandibular Joint

Introduction
The
temporomandibular
disorders
(TMDs),
according to the American Academy of Orofacial Pain,
is a collective term for a group of musculoskeletal and
neuromuscular conditions which include several clinical
signs and symptoms involving the muscles of mastication,
TMJ and associated structures1. Also, the American
Academy of Pediatric Dentistry (AAPD) recognizes
that these disorders of the temporomandibular joint
(TMJ), masticatory muscles and associated structures
occasionally occur, besides in adults, in infants, children,
and adolescents2. These situations are often associated
with the pain, sounds originating from the TMJs and a
noticeable deviation from the normal movements of the
mandible3. The most common clinical sign is considered
to be the clicking of the TMJ4, which often appears with
a deviation of the mandible during its movements5. Also,
in the literature we can detect the limited movement
of the mandible as a consequence of the reduced mouth
opening, headaches and pervasive pain in the orofaceal
area during the function6. The most frequent symptom is
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pain originating from the TMJ, masticatory muscles and
the the supporting soft tissues7. It is noteworthy that the
TMDs are considered as the main cause of pain of nondental origin in the craniofacial region7,8.
Nowadays, it is evident that there is an increased
number of patients who are seeking for orthodontic
treatment, not only in order to enhance their facial
aesthetics and the function of their mastication system,
but also to relieve their symptoms and clinical signs of the
temporomandibular joint (TMJ) and thus, since the end of
the 20th century, the problems of the TMDs have aroused
interest to the orthodontists.
Multiple etiological factors have been associated
with the appearance of the TMDs and it is of great interest
to detect the way the TMJ disorders cause problems to
patients and if the orthodontic treatment is able to prevent
the symptoms and signs of the TMDs. The development
of the contemporary diagnostic tools like the magnetic
tomography and numerous in vitro and in vivo research
papers, in the past years, did not give the final answers to
the questions if the orthodontic treatment does cause any
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disorder to the TMJ and/or if the orthodontic treatment
can heal the symptoms of the TMJ.
The aim of this literature review is to gather the
contemporary references regarding the malocclusions,
the orthodontic therapy and the occurrence of signs and
symptoms of the TMJ during and after the orthodontic
treatment. In addition we will point out additional
variables, which are possible to affect the TMJ of a patient
during the orthodontic therapy.

Epidemiology of the
Temporomandibular Disorders
The prevalence of the TMDs has been reported in
many studies and it has been found that patients of all
ages can display signs and symptoms of TMDs9. There
is a correlation between the age of the patient and the
occurrence of TMDs meaning that the prevalence of
TMDs increases with age9-16. This finding may be due to
the fact that younger patients face less severe symptoms
that is more difficult to detect contrary to older patients17.
As far as it concerns the genders, many researchers
point out that women have a predisposition for
TMDs11,14,16,19-23. Recent surveys have showed a
significantly higher prevalence of TMDs and greater
need for treatment respecting the girls24 especially during
the puberty25,26. Multiple factors have been associated
with TMDs, such as the high stress, the occurrence of
specific pain receptors and the bigger elasticity of the
TMJ in women15. Nevertheless, the orthodontists have to
be careful, because generally women may show a greater
sensitivity during the painful palpation than the men6.
Statistical significant correlation between signs and
symptoms of the TMJ with the psychological condition
of the patients such as anxiety, depression and with their
social condition was shown4,6,10,11. As far as genetic
predisposition is concerned, no correlation between
members of families investigated has been found6.
Finally, many researchers support that specific
malocclusions such as excessive curve of Spee, crossbite,
Angle Class II division 2, premature contacts and many
others are able to contribute to the TMDs8,9,28. In addition,
it has been found that there is correlation between the flat
curve of Spee and the appearance of sounds originating
from the TMJ29. Also, regarding the association between
the crossbite and the symptoms of TMDs, the unilateral
functional crossbite is relevant to the strong appearance
of clinical symptoms of TMDs30. This is due to the
asymmetric development and function of the masseter
muscles, as well as the erroneous position of the condyle
into the temporomandibular joint between the side
presenting the crossbite and the opposite one, both in
maximum intercuspation, and in rest position. However,
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further researches are needed in order to detect the exact
position of the condyles into the temporomandibular joint
in the cases of crossbites, concerning the controversial
results shown in the literature 31. Moreover, in a recent
research, correlation between the deviation of the mandible
in maximum intercuspation and in centric relation and the
appearance of symptoms of TMDs was registered32.
According to a survey, sounds originating
from the TMJ and headaches are the most common
described symptoms with percentages 15,5% and 13%
respectively14. In a survey, the sound of clicking was seen
in 2,7 % of children in the primary dentition and 10,1 %
in late mixed dentition, and further increased to 16,6 % in
patients with permanent dentition33. Thus, the prevalence
of TMJ sounds seems to increase from primary to
permanent dentition, due to the longer duration of muscle
tension among older age groups, causing intracapsular
changes and consequently TMJ sounds6. It is not easy to
differentiate the primary headache and the headache as a
symptom of the TMDs because the two situations referre
to the same neutral pathway of the central nervous system,
the trigeminal nerve, therefore further investigations to
identify the source of the pain are required. There is a
great variety of sensitivities rates concerning the palpation
of the TMJ, from 5,3 %19 to 22,5 %14. These variations
are due to the differently used technique of palpation and
exercised pressure of the examiner14.

Etiology of TMD
The
temporomandibular
disorders
have
a
multifactorial etiology. In the literature, we can see
that the occurrence of trauma, genetic diseases,
anatomical, psychological and pathophysiological
factors are implicated as contributing factors of the
TMDs10. The occlusion is also one of the main factors
for the occurrence of TMDs7,10 and different types of
malocclusion are associated with the clinical signs
and symptoms of the TMDs8,27,29, with the increased
overjet, the anterior open bite, the posterior crossbite
and the occurrence of Angle Class II or Class III
dental relationship as the most reported types of
malocclusions27,29.
Nowadays, also there is a special clinical and
research interest in finding any correlation between the
orthodontic therapy and the dysfunctions of the TMJ.

The orthodontic treatment of TMDs
There are many clinical researches which
investigated the possible relationship between orthodontic
therapy and TMDs from the mid of the last century, with
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the first reference to correlate the occlusion with the
symptoms of the TMJ carried out by Costen in 1934. In
the late 1980s, the attention of the orthodontic community
was heightened on litigation involving allegations that
orthodontic treatment was the proximal cause of the
TMDs in orthodontic patients, with substantial monetary
judgments awarded to several plaintiffs30. The outcome
of these court cases resulted in a burst of research activity
investigating the corelation between orthodontic treatment
and TMDs.
Frequently, a very common question is if extractions
of permanent teeth during the orthodontic treatment
influence the frequency of TMDs, as the developmental
growth pattern of the craniofacial complex may lead
to the need of extractions and not the extractions of
teeth themselves7,10,27. In addition, patients who had
not been treated orthodontically during puberty, did
not present any statistical differences in the signs and
symptoms originating from the TMJ later in their life,
when compared to patients who had not received any
orthodontic treatment8,10.
Different studies have been carried out in order to
examine treated patients with a background of Angle
Class I or Angle Class II malocclusions, compared to
patients with the same problem who were not treated,
but no difference was found among them so it could
be concluded that the use of extra-oral devices did
not influence the existence of the TMDs14. However,
Manfredini in a recent systematic review supports the
existence of TMDs in the skeletal pattern (Angle Class
II malocclusions) with increased anterior lower height
due to displacement of the articular disc34. Henrikton40
also refers that patients with untreated Angle Class II
malocclusions who suffer from muscular signs of TMJ
experience decrease in symptoms after the orthodontic
treatment.
In the perspective of the treatment of Angle Class
III malocclusions, studies have showed that the usage of
extra-oral devices did not have any negative influence
on the TMDs, but also did not help in the prevention of
their appearance15. Moreover, the impacts of a Delairetype facemask or a modified Jasper Jumper (JJ) used in
the treatment of children with Class III malocclusions, on
the TMJ were investigated in a recent clinical research,
but without the evidence of correlation35. In a recent
literature review carried out by Zurfluh et al., assessing
the effect of the use of the chin cup, does not cause nor
prevent the occurrence of TMDs, although it appears
to cause significant changes in craniofacial complex36.
Also, Hakan El et al., comparing the use of the Delairetype facemask and the Grummons-type in the treating
patients with Class III malocclusions, demonstrated an
improvement between the position of the mandible in
centric relation and maximum intercuspation, but these
authors accentuate that the patients should be evaluated
equally in both cases for the display of TMJ symptoms37.
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Another question that derives is how much
orthodontic therapy can influence the position of the
condyle in the glenoid fossa and more specifically in
its posterior movement, as this position seems to be
predisposing for the occurrence of TMDs10. Many surveys
deny this claim using tomographic slices, in which
condyle is in a central position in the glenoid fossa with
minor deviations in its position10. In literature, the anterior
open bite is the most common occlusion disorder in
patients with TMDs and it is attributed to biomechanical
imbalance of the TMJ that induce abnormality of the
articular disk38. On the other hand, the incorrect position
of articular disc has been accused of causing changes in
the skeletal morphology of the patients, but without a
relevant occurrence of symptoms of the TMJ region39.
It is worth mentioning that patients with Angle Class
II malocclusions who have been treated orthodontically
had a reduction in the frequency of tooth grinding (23
% in the beginning, 11% after the therapy), but the same
results had been marked also in patients who had not been
treated (23 % in the beginning, 11 % after treatment)40.
Moreover, a reduction in the frequency of headaches had
been observed (22 % from 26 %) in patients who had been
treated orthodontically, and an increase in prevalence (40
% from 31 %) of the untreated Angle Class II group40. In
another survey, it was shown that orthodontic treatment
can inhibit the progress or even treat the TMDs, as before
the beginning of the therapy the percentage of patients
without signs and symptoms of TMDs was 27 %, while
after the therapy increased to 46 %10,41.
According to Hirsch, patients who had worn facets
on the front teeth and also had bruxism, presented
reduced orofacial functional disorders during orthodontic
treatment (8,4 % from 12 %). This study accentuated
that even if parafunctional activities do not disappear 2-3
years following orthodontic treatment, usually orthodontic
therapy is beneficial for the patient’s musculoskeletal
system16. The mechanism, which leads to these results,
through the usage of orthodontic appliances, is similar to
the one used to treat the TMDs by splints42.
According to a recent clinical research carried
out by Manfredini et al., no statistically significant
correlation between patients with a history of orthodontic
treatment and the presence of specific symptoms of the
TMJ was found, thus the researchers conclude that the
orthodontic treatment cannot cause or play a decisive role
in the prevention of the TMDs43. The same conclusion
is detected by several other recent reviews23,44-48.
Nevertheless, the correct occlusion and the muscle
equilibration, which are achieved with the orthodontic
treatment, may prevent or reduce the risk factors of the
TMDs49-52.
The conservative treatment of TMD with occlusal
devices in combination with orthodontic fixed Edgewise
appliances has statistically significant results in the
reduction of pain of the TMJ (60 %) and thus the authors
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suggest the splint therapy during orthodontic treatment in
patients with a history of restriction of TMJ movement38.
In a recent clinical research, Chen et al. suggest the use
of fixed orthodontic appliances combined with TMJ
splint for equilibration of the occlusion throughout the
treatment of crossbite combined with significant deviation
of the mandible from the rest position to the maximum
intercuspation, when the patients present symptoms of
TMJ53. Moreover, after the splint therapy, the reduced
movement of the mandible has been improved (100 % of
patients), while only the 9,1 % of patients who continued
the orthodontic therapy have reshowed reduced movement
of the mandible38. The mechanisms of improvement
of clinical symptoms during the orthodontic treatment
are not clear but are attributed mostly to the therapeutic
effects of the splint in the elimination of occlusal
interferences caused by orthodontic tooth movement38.
Takayoshi Ishida et al. suggested as an appropriate
treatment for patients who exhibit signs of the TMDs
(sound clicking and pain) with a skeletal Class II
malocclusion division 1, the use of orthodontic temporary
anchorage devices (TADs) and increased resiliency
nickel-titanium wires, due to their successful use in
correcting the specific malocclusion and the absence
of clinical symptoms of the TMJ after the end of the
treatment54. Also, the use of orthodontic mini implants
as temporary anchorage devices for the intrusion of the
upper molars is suggested by Kaku et al. for the treatment
of Angle Class II malocclusion, as the patients at the end
of treatment and three years of follow-up period did not
have any symptoms of the TMDs55. Also, after one year
of the treatment, more appropriate centric position of the
condyle into the temporomandibular glenoid fossa was
observed, compared to the pre-treatment rear position of
the condyle.
There are many disturbances in untreated Angle
Class II and Angle Class III malocclusions which may
include the orthognathic surgery as treatment. The
orthognathic surgery in combination with orthodontic
treatment have showen amelioration and favorable effects
on TMJ and the masticatory functions56-58, as a significant
reduction of myofascial pain, as well as an important
resolution of the signs and symptoms of the TMJ59-61.
However, a significant elimination of previous sounds
from the TMJ, has not been observed62.
In the everyday clinical practice, orthodontists
frequently have to deal with patients presenting, besides
the various orthodontic malocclusions, with clinical
signs and symptoms of the TMDs63,64. A comprehensive
medical and dental history and a thorough physical
examination of these patients in combination with the
appropriate radiographic examinations of the TMJ,
constitute the most comprehensive diagnostic evaluation
of the TMDs23,44,64,65, especially in the case of adult
patients66.
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Conclusions
Signs and symptoms of TMDs increase with age,
particularly during adolescence.
The symptoms of the TMDs are less predominant in
patients with normal occlusion than in patients with any
malocclusion, either treated or untreated.
There is little evidence that orthodontic treatment
is a predisposing factor for TMDs, although the role of
unilateral posterior cross-bite correction in children may
warrant further investigation.
The orthodontic treatment does not appear to be a
notable resource for treating or preventing the onset of
signs and symptoms of TMDs.
Orthodontic therapy is not suggested as the initial
and only treatment for patients suffering from TMDs.
Orthodontic treatment does not provide the risk for
development of signs and symptoms of TMDs, regardless
of the used treatment technique.
Orthodontic treatment diminishes the occurrence of
parafunctional activities and restricts the possibility of
destroying the dental tissues through bruxism.
Orthodontic treatment combined with orthognathic
surgery affects positively on patients who show TMDs
pre-operatively.
Establishing a stable relationship between the
occlusal position of the teeth and the joint position is
significant for proper masticatory function and must be
orthodontists’ treatment goal.
Every comprehensive dental history and examination
should include TMJ evaluation.
More clinical and laboratory researches are required
to find out definite answers to the question if orthodontic
treatment can cause or treat the TMDs.
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Increasing the Stability of Dental Implants: the
Concept of Osseodensification
SUMMARY

Leonidas Podaropoulos

One of the most important factors that affect osseointegration is
the primary stability of the implant. Dental implants inserted at the
posterior region of the maxilla exhibit the lowest success rates as the low
density bone in this area often jeopardize rigid fixation of the implant.
Many surgical techniques have been developed to increase the primary
stability of an implant placed in low density bone, such as bicortical
fixation of the implant, undersized preparation of the implant bed and bone
condensation by the use of osteotomes. A new promising technique, named
osseodensification, has been recently developed that creates an autograft
layer of condensed bone at the periphery of the implant bed by the aid of
specially designed burs rotating in a clockwise and anti-clockwise direction.
The purpose of this review is to emphasize that implant primary stability is
strongly influenced by the surgical technique, to quote and briefly analyse
the various surgical procedures laying weight to osseodensification
procedure.

Key words: Osseodensification, Implant Stability, Bone Condensation, Insertion Torque,
Bone Density, Bone Compression

Introduction
Osseointegration of dental implants may be affected
by a variety of factors. As early as 1981 Albrektsson
et al1 demonstrated the six major parameters of
osseointegration, mainly: the implant material, the implant
surface, the implant design, the condition of the bone
at the host bed, the surgical technique and the loading
conditions. However, as research revealed more on the
role of these factors, it is more useful to categorize them
by their determinants:
1. implant related factors: the biocompatibility of the
material2,3, the topography4,5, composition6-8 and
coating9-11 of the surface, the shape and design of the
implant12-14 and the length and diameter15,16 of the
fixture,
2. host bed factors: the bone volume17,18, density19-21
and vascularity22-24.
3. surgical factors: achieving primary stability25-27,
mechanical trauma, thermal trauma or infection28-32,
4. biomechanical factors: loading conditions33-35,
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5. patient related factors: systemic disease29,30,36-38,
systemic medication39-43, radiotherapy44,45 and
parafunctional habits46,47.
Primary stability of the implant is, however, of
utmost importance as it is related to the parameters of
all five categories. It is, actually, influenced by the shape
and design of the implant48,49, the quality and quantity
of the bone26,50, the surgical technique and skills of the
surgeon51-53, whilst its maintenance is depended on
the loading conditions, the presence of parafunctional
habits46,47 and the healing capacity of the host54,55.
Furthermore, primary stability is reported to be a
prerequisite for the establishment of osseointegration,
that is, the secondary stability of the implant26,56. Once a
treatment plan has been made the achievement of adequate
primary stability during implant installation is a matter of
the surgical technique and the experience of the surgeon.
Many techniques are reported to increase the primary
stability of dental implants. The purpose of this paper is
to quote these techniques, their scientific background
and present a recently developed technique based on the
concept of osseodensification57.
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Materials and methods
Criteria for Considering Studies for this Review

The inclusion criteria comprised clinical studies
conducted in patients, systematic meta-analyses and
experimental studies that evaluated the association
between implant primary and secondary stability and/or
micro-movement, resonance frequency analysis, insertion
and removal torque value, surgical technique, implant
characteristics and percentage of bone-to-implant contact.

Search Method for Identification of Studies

For the identification of the studies to be
considered in this review, combinations of the following
keywords were used: “dental implants”, “implant
stability”, “primary stability”, “secondary stability”,
“implant stability quotient”, “ISQ”, “resonance
frequency analysis”, “RFA”, “osteotome technique”,
“undersized drilling”, “surgical technique”, “implant
micro-movement,” “insertion torque value”, “ ITV”,
“removal torque value”, “RTV”, osseodensification” and
“osseointegration”.

Searched Databases

A search of health science database MEDLINEPubMed was performed, including papers published until
March 2017. After final selection of the papers, those
that fulfilled the selection criteria were processed for
extraction of information. The present literature review
was customized to summarize the relevant data.
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as it is wedged in a properly prepared hole in a matrix –
in this case the host bed in the living bone. Primarily this
contact between the two materials has only mechanical
connection characteristics and not biological. However,
bone is a living tissue and, due to surgical trauma, a
periphery of about 1mm around the implant body is
devitalized, resorbed and remodeled62-64. This biologic
procedure will, consequently loosen the bone-to-implant
mechanical contact decreasing, thus, implant’s primary
mechanical stability. Fortunately, as bone forms around
the implant body, according to the phenomenon of
osseointegration, the implant’s connection to new bone is
increasing. Therefore, a biologic stability of the implant is
achieved, the so-called secondary stability, leading to an
osseointegrated implant.
During osseointegration process primary mechanical
stability is not totally eliminated as new bone is formed
and secondary stability has time to increase up to full
osseointegration status. However, theoretically, the
implant is more vulnerable to micromovement and
susceptible to fibrous integration during a short time
period that primary stability reaches its lowest point while
secondary stability has not yet been fully established (for
a graphic attribution of these phenomena see Raghavendra
et al.65). The time sequence of these phenomena is not
yet fully understood and this time period has not yet been
determined.

How implant stability is measured

It is stated that micromotion of the implant more
than 50 to 100 μm during healing period may impair
the process of osseointegration and lead to fibrous
integration of the implant, that is, implant failure58.
Therefore, an implant is considered to be “stable” when its
micromovement is less than this threshold.
Implant primary stability is positively related to the
According to Norton59
insertion torque exercised26.
torque of only 25 Ncm would seem more than sufficient
to yield a favorable clinical outcome. However, if the
implant is scheduled to be immediately loaded then an
insertion torque of at least 32 Ncm is to be considered60,
which should be increased to 45Ncm in sites of low
quality bone61.
Implant primary stability is affected by the density of
the host bone26. This means that in cases of low quality
bone, like the posterior maxilla, it is potentially difficult
to achieve high insertion torque and adequate primary
stability. In these cases implants are more vulnerable to
failure especially if immediate loading is exercised.

Implant stability may be evaluated either by
measuring histologically the bone-to-implant contact
percentage or by recording the reverse torque value during
implant removal. Both methods are well documented66,67,
however they are destructive methods with no clinical
value.
Clinically the implant stability may be assessed
either by recording the insertion torque value or by the use
of the resonance frequency analysis.
Insertion torque measurement is a well established
method however, it may assess only primary stability
during implant placement25,68. Resonance frequency
analysis may be used at any time point during implant’s
life. Nevertheless, resonance frequency analysis is not a
direct measurement of implant stability as it only records
the rigidness of the matrix that the instrument’s probe
is connected to. Furthermore, its values were never
directly related to implant actual micro-motion69. Implant
micromotion is the only direct method of assessing
implant stability although, for the moment, no instrument
has been developed to measure implant micromotion
intra-orally. However, the efficacy of the method has been
reported in experimental studies25,70.

Primary and secondary stability

How primary stability affects secondary stability

What is implant stability

Primary stability is the mechanical anchorage of a
post or a screw – in this case a biocompatible implant –

Implant insertion torque determines its primary
micromovement and, therefore, its primary stability25.
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Furthermore it has been reported that insertion torque
is directly related to the initial bone-to-implant contact
percentage at the time of implant placement25,71.
It is also reported that insertion torque value is
related to the removal torque value of an implant after 2
or 4 weeks of osseointegration period72,73. This is a very
important result as it shows that secondary stability of
an implant, that is the establishment of osseointegration,
is affected, among other factors, by its primary stability.
Nevertheless, as has been previously mentioned,
topographical features of the implant and surgical implant
placement technique may modulate such correlation. B u t
how the clinician during implant installation may increase
the primary stability of an implant?

Increasing the primary stability of an implant

Dental implants inserted at the posterior region of the
maxilla exhibit the lowest success rates20,21 mainly due
to the thin cortical plate and the low density trabecular
bone by which this region is characterized. Additionally,
trabecular bone has only a minor influence on the implant
stability compared to the marginal compact bone74,75.
During the past decades many surgical techniques
have been developed to increase the primary stability
of an implant placed in low density bone. Originally it
was suggested that the stage of bone tapping should be
omitted, especially in cases of low density bone76.
Another method that was proposed is to increase
implant primary stability by achieving bi-cortical
fixation74. It has been reported that bicortical anchorage
significantly increases primary implant stability77,78.
On the contrary, Ivanoff et al.79, in a retrospective study,
record 3 times higher fracture rate in bicortical implants
than monocortical ones. According to the authors, possible
explanation for this could be increased stress and bending
forces as a result of prosthetic misfit or high occlusal
tables.
A widely used method to surgically increase implant
primary stability is the underpreparation for the implant
bed. This is usually achieved by using as a last drill one or
more sizes smaller that the implant diameter. The efficacy
of the method has been recorded in many animal80,81 and
clinical studies82,83. It is mentioned, however, that, in the
presence of poor-bone quality, a 10% undersized implant
bed preparation is sufficient to improve the primary
stability of the implant; additional decrease does not seem
to enhance primary stability values84. A drawback to the
method might be the elimination of the dimensions of
the healing chamber between pristine bone and implant
body that could decrease the speed of woven bone filling
and thus, the establishment of the secondary biologic
fixation. A variation of the method of underpreparation is
the stepped osteotomy of the implant bed. Studies on this
method report significantly greater implant stability in
terms of insertion torque than the conventional osteotomy
in soft bone85,86.
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The rationale beyond bone condensation at the
periphery of implant bed is to insert the implant in a
matrix of higher density. The use of osteotomes for bone
condensation of low-density bone was firstly described by
Summers87. The technique involves the use of implantshaped tapered tools of increasing diameter with the
aid of which bone, instead of being removed from the
implant bed, is compressed inwards. It is reported that this
process increases the density of peri-implant bone88,89,90.
Although it is assumed that bone is condensed apically
and laterally, Blanco et al.89 report that the increase bone
density is mainly detected at the periapical area while
laterally - at the periphery - there was no increase in
bone density. Furthermore, it is not clear if this increased
density improves implant’s primary stability as well.
Many studies confirm that the compaction of trabeculae
is an effective method to increase primary stability of
an implant91,92. According to them the bone-condensing
technique can be recommended as an alternate surgical
approach for implant site preparation in reduced bone
density to achieve greater implant stability. However,
other studies93,94 report that the increased peri-implant
density gained by the osteotome technique does not ensure
greater bone-to-implant contact and does not improve
implant primary stability. The explanation given is that
trabecular fractures that accompany the bone condensation
procedure trigger a prolonged period of healing and
bone resorption preventing implants to achieve superior
secondary stability. On the other hand, Stavropoulos et
al.95 reported good primary stability of implants placed
with bone condensation technique, despite the minor
cracks detected in the coronal portion of the alveolar
ridge. It is emphasized96 that bone condensation technique
should be performed in low density bone, while in
denser bone this technique may exhibit a negative effect
as it may impair the biomechanical environment of the
bone-implant interface due to the osteocyte damage
and extensive microfarctures. Nevins et al.97 compared
low, moderate and high condensation of the walls of the
implant bed. The scenario intended to induce moderate
degree of compression provided the best overall results.
Recently a new technique of preparation the implant
bed has been developed based on an osseodensification
drilling concept57.

The osseodensification implant site preparation

Traditional drilling as a method of osteotomy
preparation for implant placement is considered to be a
subtractive procedure that cuts and removes bone tissue
from the implant site. Conventional drills facilitate this
removal, while special drills with a retentive design (deep
grooves) have been manufactured, that enables storage of
displaced bone chips between the drill flutes for potential
retrieval and regenerative use98,99. However, primary
stability of the implant is greatly affected as bone is
removed from the implantation bed100. Osseodensifying
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burs have been designed to work in a non-subtractive
manner. They have many lands with negative rake
angle which work in a non-cutting mode. Nevertheless,
they have a cutting chisel edge and a tapered shank
so, as they enter deeper into the bone, they expand the
osteotomy, smoothly compacting bone in the periphery.
They work in order to forward bone chips and debris
inwards the implant bed rather than removing it from
the implant bed101. They can be used in a non-cutting
counter-clockwise direction to smoothly condense
bone or in a cutting clockwise direction. The implant
bed preparation begins with a much smaller hole than
conventional drilling due to recovery of elastic strain.
The purpose is to create a condensed autograft zone along
the periphery and at the apex of the implant. Inventors
claim that the compaction of bone is performed by a
controlled deformation which occurs through viscoelastic
and plastic mechanisms provided that the load is kept
beneath the strength of the bone. In their study this new
osseodensification method increased the inserition torque
of implants to approximately 49 Ncm in low density
bone compared to the standard drilling technique placed
implants that reached approximately 25 Ncm. When the
ossodensified osteotomy remained empty its diameter was
reduced by approximately 91%, which, according to the
authors was to the viscoelastic nature of deformation99.
The residual strains of viscoelasticity create compressive
forces against the implant surface, as a spring-back effect,
increasing the bone-to-implant contact and primary
stability102,103.
The efficacy of this new surgical technique to
enhance bone density, ridge width and implant secondary
stability was evaluated by Trisi et al.104 in a recent study.
The researchers inserted 20 implants in the iliac crest
of 2 sheep. On the left sides they used the conventional
drilling protocol (control group) while on the right sides
they inserted the implants by using the osseodensification
method (test group). Biomechanical and histological
analyses were performed after 2 months. Authors
report a significant increase of the ridge width and bone
volume percentage of approximately 30% in the test
group compared to the control group. Additionally, better
removal torque values and micromotion under lateral
forces were recorded for the test group. The increase of
bone density in the test group was particularly evident in
the most coronal implant region where bone trabeculae
were thickened because of incorporation of autogenous
bone fragments during the healing process. It was
concluded that the osseodensification procedure is able
to increase the bone volume around implants inserted in
low density bone which may lead to enhanced implant
stability.
Lopez et al.105 assessed the biomechanical and
histological effects of osseodensification surgical
instrumentation in a spine model animal study. They
inserted fixation devices in the vertebral bodies of the
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spine of 12 sheep. The sheep cervical spine model was
selected due to its low density bone configuration. The
left-sided vertebral body devices were implanted using
regular surgical drilling while the right-sided devices
were implanted using osseodensification drilling. Six
of the twelve sheep were sacrificed at three weeks postsurgery, and the remaining six were sacrificed after six
weeks. Structural competence of hardware was measured
using biomechanical testing of pullout strength, while the
quality and degree of new bone formation and remodeling
was assessed via histomorphometry. Statistical evaluation
showed significantly higher levels of insertion torque
for the osseodensification group (approximately 65 N
cm) relative to the regular drilling group (approximately
35 N cm) group. Pullout strength demonstrated
osseodensification drilling to provide superior anchoring
when compared to the control group collapsed over time
with statistical significance. Authors concluded that,
despite the limitation that no load was incurred on the
implanted devices, this technique can potentially improve
the safety and success rates of bony drilling at all sites of
low bone density and limited bone volume.
The effect of osseodensification method on the initial
stability and early osseointegration of endosteal implants
with conical or parallel wall design was examined by
Lahens et al.106. The study was executed in the ilium of
5 sheep. A total of 30 implants were placed, 15 conical
and 15 parallel, according to three insertion protocols: (i)
regular drilling, (ii) clockwise osseodensification drilling
and (iii) counterclockwise osseodensification drilling.
In this way 6 subgroups were formed. Six weeks after
surgery the animals were sacrificed. Insertion torque,
as a function of implant type and drilling technique,
revealed higher values for osseodensification relative to
regular drilling, regardless of implant macrogeometry.
A significantly higher bone-to-implant contact for both
osseodensification techniques was observed compared
to regular drilling. There was no statistical difference in
bone-to-implant contact as a function of implant type,
or in bone-area-fraction occupancy as a function of
drilling technique, but there were higher levels of bonearea-fraction occupancy for parallel than conic implants.
Authors concluded that regardless of implant design,
the osseodensification drilling procedure improved
primary stability and bone-to-implant contact due to the
densification of autologous bone debris at the bone walls.
Achieving high primary implant stability is of utmost
importance for the establishment of osseointegration.
Based on the recognition that neither insertion torque
nor bone-implant contact is an accurate measure of
implant stability it is obvious that few studies report
actual measurement of primary implant stability
immediately after condensation. Many techniques have
been developed to increase primary stability of implants.
Based on this short literature review osseodensification
is a new promising procedure for enhancing bone density
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around implants and increase primary stability. Further,
experimental as well as clinical studies are needed to
clarify the biological reaction of peri-implant bone to this
method and its influence on actual implant micromotion.
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Ankyloglossia

SUMMARY

This review paper occupies with the frequency, etiology, diagnosis,
treatment and the possible complications of Ankyloglossia (AG). AG is
a congenital anomaly and its range varies from 0,1% to 4,8 %. There are
several methods for the diagnosis of AG. The most popular method is the
‘’Hazelbaker’’, which assesses seven different tongue movements and five
appearance characteristics. As far as the management of AG is concerned,
there are two options, the ‘’wait-and-see’’ and the invasive procedure.
The operator can choose between the frenotomy and the frenectomy. The
difference is that in frenectomy the clinician removes the whole frenulum.
Few complications have been mentioned, such as ulcers, pain, bleeding and
noticeable scar, which were brought on to a second operation.
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Introduction

Aetiology

Ankyloglossia (AG), also known as tongue-tie, is a
congenital oral disorder that may decrease mobility of the
tongue tip. The cause of AG is an unusually short, thick
lingual frenulum, which is the membrane connecting the
underside of the tongue to the floor of the mouth. AG is
a controversial issue that concerns many researchers.
Some of them declare that it is rarely symptomatic,
whereas others observe a variety of complications caused
by it. It has been found that AG affects breastfeeding,
oral hygiene, speech, as well as the development of
swallowing and occlusion. The above indicate the
severity of tongue-tie, affecting both families and dentists.
Treatment of AG encompasses a surgical approach,
including frenotomy and frenectomy and a conservative
one, such as “wait-and-see” method. The present literature
review aims to cite the etiology of AG, introduce the way
it can be diagnosed and discuss the possible outcomes as
well as the management of this condition.

AG is a congenital anomaly and its range varies from
0,1% to 4,8%1,2. Both genetic and environmental factors
are involved in its etiology1. Molecular analyses show
that point mutations on the TBX22 gene can cause cleft
palate together with AG1,2,3. This gene is located on Xq21
and generally eight point mutations have been identified
as the cause of CPX3. A hereditary condition which is
reported to provoke AG is epidermolysis bullosa (EB)
and specifically the recessive dystrophic subtype. EB is
characterized by soft tissue blistering, which results in
tissue separation and scarring. As an outcome, adhesions
are developed which result in reduced tongue mobility
(tongue tie)4. Correlated AG appears as an isolated
anomaly, but it is also linked to several craniofacial
abnormalities such as the X-linked cleft palate that
is mentioned above. Other syndromes are: Opitz,
orofacialdigital, Backwith-Wiedemann, Simpson-GolabiBehmel, Van der Woude and Pierre-Robin1,2,5.
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Diagnosis
AG is a developmental abnormality, which is
characterized by a short, thick lingual frenum either
attached distally to the floor of the mouth or onto (or
close to) the alveolar ridge or it extends from the tip of the
tongue1,2,5,6. It is a quite common condition in neonates and
it may even be asymptomatic or resolve spontaneously.
Other infants and toddlers face difficulties in breastfeeding, swallowing and speech, while some of them
manage to compensate for their condition5,7. During the
clinical assessment the tongue’s functional and appearance
characteristics should be evaluated. A normal range of
tongue motor function is shown in Table 1. The patient
presented with AG, because of the restricting lingual
frenulum, is not usually able to protrude the tip of the
tongue beyond the lower incisors (or the lower lip), moves
with strain the tongue from side to side and also faces
difficulty in lifting the tip to the upper alveolar ridge. In
addition, the tongue appears heart-shaped or notched upon
protrusion because of the force applied by the sublingual
membrane1,6. It is important to note that a short sublingual
frenum is not necessarily fibrotic or inelastic. In that case,
especially if the mouth floor maintains its elasticity, it may
not affect the tongue’s normal mobility8.
Table 1. Normal range of tongue motion
Tip of the tongue should protrude outside the mouth without
clefting
Tip of the tongue should be able to sweep the lips easily –
without straining
When the tongue is retruded, it should not blanch the tissue
lingual to the anterior teeth
The lingual frenum should not create a diastema between
mandibular central incisors
The lingual frenum should not prevent the infant from
attaching to the maternal nipple while nursing
Children should not exhibit speech difficulties
Table 2. Hazelbaker’s criteria regarding appearance and
function of the tongue in cases with AG
Appearance
When Lifted: round/square, slight cleft in tip apparent, heart/
V-shaped
Elasticity of frenulum (lift the tongue and palpate the frenum)
Length of lingual frenulum when tongue lifted
Attachment of lingual frenum to the tongue
Attachment of lingual frenum to inferior alveolar ridge
Function
Lateralization
Lift Of Tongue
Extension of tongue
Spread of anterior tongue
Cupping
Peristalsis
Snap Back
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In order to clinically assess and treat AG, several
investigators have developed a few criteria. Hazelbaker
assessed seven different tongue movements and five
appearance characteristics and according to the results
he suggested the proper treatment2,5,9 (Table 2). Kotlow
measured the “free tongue” length as the distance between
the point the frenum is attached to the tongue and the
tip of the tongue. According to the length measured, he
classified AG in four groups: mild, moderate, severe
and complete and suggested proper treatment for each
of them2,5 (Table 3). Fletcher and Meldrum determined
the relative “free tongue” length which is correlated to
speech impairment1,10. Williams and Waldron introduced
a different method which emphasizes in assessing the
tongue functions. According to this method, the patient
is asked to place the tip of the tongue on the maxillary
alveolar ridge and while maintaining the contact, opens
the mouth as wide as possible. At this position, the
distance between upper and lower incisors is measured
and the tongue function is evaluated. In addition, the
patient is asked to articulate specific sounds in order to
evaluate possible speech impairment10. Messner and
Lalakea evaluate the tongue function in correlation with
speech disorders. They rely on the Williams and Waldron
technique and also measure the tongue length from the tip
of the tongue to the lower incisors when it is protruded
forward11.
Table 3. Kotlow’s classification of AG according to the range of
tongue movement
Kotlow ’s classification
Clinically accepted

Tongue movement
>16mm

Class I mild AG

12-16mm

Class II moderate AG

8-11mm

Class III severe AG

3-7mm

Class IV complete AG

<3mm

Complications
A lot of studies have been researching the
correlation of AG with breastfeeding and ingestion. Many
investigators declare that AG in infants is the cause of
breast-feeding problems11. This condition applies to both
the mother and the neonate. On the one hand, the infant
fails to nurse effectively and on the other hand, the mother
suffers from nipple trauma. The tongue’s limited mobility
hinders the infant from obtaining an adequate seal when
nursing and usually, they use their gum pads to keep
the nipple in the mouth. As a result, the milk transfer is
inadequate, the baby gets frustrated and dissatisfied,
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it may chew the breast, the feedings are frequent,
prolonged and the weight gain is below average while
in some cases the neonate fails to thrive. As far as the
mother is concerned, common findings in researches are
traumatized nipples, severe prolonged breast pain while
feeding, incomplete drainage of the milk and consequently
breast infections and clogged ducts1,2,6,9,12,13. Early
weaning and switching to bottle feeding have also been
noticed1,2. On the contrary, a lot of researches declare
that the effect of AG in breastfeeding is not significant.
A study conducted by Messner et al.11 notices that for at
least two months postpartum, breastfeeding in infants
with AG was not affected in a statistically important way.
There is also discordance in how frenotomy affects the
quality of breastfeeding. In several studies, it has been
observed a remarkable enhancement in breastfeeding
effectiveness after the surgical procedure10,12-14. Research
showed that infants who had undergone frenotomy,
improved their weight gain, maternal nipple pain was
reduced and the breastfeeding was prolonged10,12-15.
There is a big controversy whether AG can affect
the child’s speech ability. Although not correlated with
speech delay, it may interfere with articulation and
intelligibility. Pronunciation of certain sounds such as “t,
d, l, th, s” may be impaired due to restriction of the tongue
tip, which is unable to reach the palate or the palatal
gums of the upper incisors. In case a patient articulates
all those sounds properly, the surgical approach is not
recommended2,10,16,17.
Among children with AG, maintaining infantile
swallowing pattern is common. It is known that the
swallowing mechanism in adults differs from infants.
During infancy, deglutition takes place with the jaws
open and the tongue thrusting between them. This pattern
changes at the age of 2,5 years with the completion of
primary teeth eruption. To be specific, the mouth is closed
during swallowing and the tongue elevates on the palatal
surface of upper incisors. However, in children with AG,
tongue fails to elevate in order to create a seal and thus
continues to thrust forward18. The ability to elevate the
tongue is crucial for the proper development of the adult
swallowing mechanism.
Other problems mentioned in the bibliography
are orthognathic anomalies, inadequate retention of
orthodontic mobile devices, mechanical issues related to
oral hygiene and social difficulties1,2,16,17.
Cases are reported where children with AG develop
malocclusion and specifically open bite. In a study
conducted by Vaz and Bai19, it became perceptible that
children with AG may present maxillary protrusion
and open bite. Normally while deglutition, the tongue
elevates on the palate to create a seal, thus supporting it
in order to obtain its normal shape. In children with AG
though, the short frenum restricts the upward movement
of the tongue, which thrusts forward during swallowing,
pressing the upper anteriors up and out8,10,19. What is
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more, in cases of severe AG, the tongue is positioned
lower in the mouth than normal, which may result in the
disproportionate growth of the two jaws (growth of the
maxilla is not stimulated as there is no or little contact
with the tongue) and cause a Class III malocclusion19. It is
important to note that as opposed to what one may think,
greater teeth irregularities were observed in milder cases
of AG. The reason is that frenulums with better mobility
appear in grades I or II of AG and in this way the tongue
is able to apply greater force on the incisors, contrary
to types III or IV of AG where the tongue function is
severely limited19.
Limited tongue movement impedes the self-cleaning
of anterior teeth and lips, resulting in poor oral hygiene,
as it is difficult to sweep food debris from tooth surfaces.
The presence of a short frenum may lead in gingival
recession, caused by the force applied on the gums and
the degradation of oral health. Receded gums have been
located especially in lower incisors. It has also been
observed that frenotomy caused immediate improvement1.
As far as the social outcomes are concerned, children
with AG may be mocked by their peers because they
experience difficulties in licking ice-cream or their lips,
drooling, playing a wind musical instrument or find
trouble in kissing. These may affect their self esteem and
be the cause of psychological issue2,11,16. In addition,
Chinnadurai et al. focused on the positive outcomes of
treating AG, other than enhancing feeding impairment.
The above include speech improvement and social issues
as the gain of self-esteem16.

Management and treatment of AG
There are two aspects for the management of AG in
all existing studies. One option is the method of ‘’waitand-see’’1, in this case the clinician watches the patient in
regular periods. If there are difficulties with breastfeeding,
counseling and education could help the mother.
However, Marmet et al. found out that it didn’t improve
the breastfeeding after 12 weeks in 10 of 13 infants6.
Speech problems can be handled with the help of a speech
therapist with beneficial results. Patients with AG have
difficulty in articulation of ‘t’, ‘d’, ‘th’,’l’, ‘s’. Moreover,
dentists should give special instructions for oral hygiene1,
in order to avoid minor injuries of the frenum and the
plaque formation.
On the other side, there are several studies which
recommend the invasive procedure. We cannot compare
the effects of surgical and no-surgical treatment on
breastfeeding due to the fact there are not adequate
surveys for non-invasive management. However, it is
mentioned that frenotomy improves breastfeeding the
same day or within five days20. Not only has surgical
division of the tongue positive results on breastfeeding,
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articulation and hygiene, but also on infant’s weight due
to the sufficient attachment to the nipple and the adequate
supply of milk15.
There are two kinds of surgical approaches,
frenotomy and frenectomy2. The first procedure releases
the frenulum, while the frenectomy removes the frenum
entirely. As far as the anesthesia is concerned, some
recommend general and others local. It has dominated
that local anaesthesia is preferable for adults and older
children and general for young children2. There are
several studies which support the absence of general
or local anaesthesia during the surgical procedure on
neonates21. The anaesthetic which is preferred is articaine
4% with epinephrine 1:10000022. The clinician needs to
have an assistant to hold the tongue upward, usually with
a sterilize gauze. The incision is horizontal- rhomboidal22
and it’s located next to the tongue, in distance of the
floor of the mouth, so as to avoid the incision of any
vascular tissue2. Argiris et al. mentioned 24 patients with
excessive blood loss14.
Nowadays, laser is used a lot for this procedure,
because of the safe and easy use, the avoidance of
any bleeding and sutures2. There are different types of
laser for this operation, CO2 laser, diode laser, erbium:
yttrium-aluminium-garnet laser (Er:YAG laser) and
erbium,
chromium:yattrium-scandium-gallium-garnet
laser (Er,Cr:YSGG laser). If diode laser is chosen for this
approach, firms recommend 1,5-3 W, CV (Continuous
Wave), 810/940/980 nm with initiated tip, always in
contact with the tissue.
Sutures are usually not necessary as well as
antibiotics. Lampa et al. presented a case report, using
Er,Cr:YSGG- laser (wavelength 2780 nm, short pulse “H”
mode with 600 μm sapphire tip at 1.5 W power, 13% air
and 9% water in contact mode)23. The advantage of using
Er laser is the sterilization of the wound23. Nicoloso et al.
cite one more benefit of diode laser on frenotomy and this
is the coagulation that is succeeded24.
Apart from conventional operation and laser, there
is the option of electrosurgery although it is more painful
than the previous techniques24. When the operator decides
to suture the wound, usually chooses 4/0 polyglycolic
acid22. Patients can handle with pain, receiving analgesic
drugs, like paracetamol (acetaminophen). When the
frenulum is thick and vascular, frenectomy (z-plasty)
is preferred2. The reason is to avoid bleeding and
reattachment due to the scar. In this case, the operator
has to suture the wound. Steehler et al. mention 8 patients
who underwent additional procedure due to the scar or
incomplete clipping15. Argiris et al. mentioned 3 of 46
patients who required repetitive surgery and 24 of 46
patients with noticeable blood loss14.
Some surveys detail other complications, like ulcers
over the injury or pain15. Ferrés- Amat et al.22 used a
specific protocol of orofacial rehabilitation. The patient is
asked to lift the tongue towards the palate with the mouth
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open. This exercise begins 1 week before the surgery and
it continues 45 days postoperative, concluding that 96 %
of patients had valuable correction22. The basic inquiry is
which the appropriate age to interfere is. Lalakea et al.25
and Naimer et al.26 support to make the procedure after
birth in order to avoid impediment. Ketty et al.27 and
Paradise28 recommend we not do anything till the age of
4 years old, in order to assess the complications of AG.
The survey of Glynn et al. in 48 children demonstrated
that the median age (months) for frenotomy is 3,5 in
case of breastfeeding difficulties and 38 in difficulty of
articulation21.

Conclusions
1. AG has a low prevalence and both genetic and
environmental factors are implicated in its
appearance.
2. The diagnosis of tongue-tie is based on the medical
record of the patient and the clinical examination.
The presence of AG may be either asymptomatic or
leading in several complications.
3. The treatment of AG can be either symptomatic or
surgical, with the last one including frenectomy and
frenotomy.
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Tooth Loss and Survival Analysis after
Traumatic Injuries in Primary Dentition
SUMMARY

Background/Aim: The aim of the present study was to investigate
the treatment options, survival rate of traumatized primary teeth and
evaluate the factors influencing the outcome. Material and Methods: The
sample consisted of all dental trauma cases treated over a 14 years period
at the Department of Pediatric and Preventive Dentistry, Dental Clinic of
Vojvodina, Novi Sad. Criteria for inclusion in this study were: dental trauma
to primary teeth and age in the moment of injury up to seven years. Dental
trauma records were analyzed in order to obtain the following: gender
and age of the child at the time of trauma, type of trauma, as well as the
type and timing of treatment received. After data analysis a survival rate of
traumatized primary teeth was evaluated. Results: The study was designed
as retrospective and it included 225 children, with 346 traumatized primary
teeth. The occurrence of trauma was higher in male patients (60,4%) and
in children up to 4 years of age. Luxations were more frequent (72.8%)
compared to isolated teeth fractures (20.8%), while the two types of injury
combined were rare (6,3%). One year following dental trauma 231 teeth
(0.67%) developed complications. Falls were the main cause of trauma
(68.9%) and the presence of more than one traumatized tooth was frequent.
A percentage of 48.8 children received dental care during first 24 h after
the injury. Conclusions: Survival of injured primary teeth is relatively low,
regardless of trauma type, time interval between injury and treatment and
the type of provided treatment.

Key words: Tooth, Deciduous Injuries, Pediatric Dentistry, Child

Introduction
Dental trauma in children occurs mostly as an
accident, during different activities in everyday life. The
majority of trauma to the primary teeth occurs at 2 to 4
years of age, while children’s motor coordination is still
developing. The risk of trauma increases in the time
when babies start to walk1 with an incidence of trauma
twice as high as the average incidence for all children2.
The reported prevalence of traumatic injuries in children
up to 7 years of age varies from 11 to 30%3,4,5, but there
are also reports that the prevalence is even higher, up to
30-50%6. Dental trauma is mainly associated with outdoor
and indoor physical activities, although the increasing
popularity of computer devices, consoles and smart
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phones can make children more prone to traumatic dental
injuries7-10.
Primary teeth are important for appropriate
development of oral structures and functions. Early teeth
loss can cause orthodontic issues in permanent dentition;
also primary frontal teeth have an aesthetic role and can
be a social problem and have an impact on quality of
life. Parents rarely seek urgent treatment for their child
with dental trauma in primary dentition mainly due
to poor awareness of the importance of management
of traumatized primary teeth. Also the injury can be
overlooked after treating the bleeding from soft tissues8-12.
Traumatic injuries in primary teeth provide challenge
for the therapist, and the treatment is often limited to
extraction of the affected tooth13-17. Treatment strategy is
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determined by the type of injury and should include the
anticipation of possible consequences to the permanent
dentition18,17. A trauma to primary teeth may result in
severe permanent teeth complications, affecting their
development and eruption. Consequences can be structural
disturbances such as enamel hypoplasia, hypocalcification,
as well as short root and dilaceration of permanent teeth,
possibly leading to various malformations3,15,19,20.
Researchers are often unjustly focused on permanent
teeth trauma, making primary teeth trauma seem less
important. Epidemiological studies are essential for
understanding the complexities of dental trauma18. Even
though, there is a lack of data regarding the survival rate
of injured deciduous teeth according to the type of trauma
and there is no link between the age of children, type of
injury and outcome. In addition, there is no consensus or
guideline about the best treatment in all cases of primary
teeth trauma17.
The aim of the present study was to investigate the
treatment options, survival rate of traumatized primary
teeth and to evaluate factors that might influence the
outcome.

Materials and Methods
This was a retrospective study. The study protocol
was revised and approved by the Research Ethical
Committee of the Dental Clinic of Vojvodina, Faculty
of Medicine, Novi Sad and was in accordance with the
World Medical Association’s Declaration of Helsinki.
Data were collected from the dental trauma charts. The
sample consisted of 225 children (136 boys and 89 girls)
with trauma of 346 primary teeth that were referred
from regional Health Care Centres at the Department
for Paediatric and Preventive Dentistry, Dental Clinic of
Vojvodina during the period of 2002-2016.

Obtained clinical data
The type of dental trauma was recorded according
to the classification of Andreasen1, but for all other
analyses injuries were divided into three following
groups: demographic data (age and gender of the patient),
luxation injuries, fractures, and combination of luxation
and fracture. The following parameters were analyzed:
aetiology and mechanism of the injury, time elapsed from
injury to treatment, number of affected teeth, the extent
of tooth luxation, treatment provided treatment provided,
recall appointments, complications that occurred during
the follow-up period, reasons for immediate and late tooth
loss. When available, radiographs were used in order
to confirm diagnosis. Survival analysis was performed
in different age groups, and children up to 3 years were
compared with patients aged 4-7 years.
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The cause of dental injury was precisely recorded
for each patient, and classified into three groups: fall,
accidental contact, and unknown reasons. Regarding the
time elapsed from injury to dental care, children who
received dental care within first 24 hours after the injury
were compared with those in which the treatment was
delayed.
Depending on degree of root resorption, type of
injury and child’s age, treatment outcome was classified
depending on whether the tooth was preserved or lost
and if there were possible complications to the permanent
dentition. Tooth loss was classified as early tooth loss if a
tooth was lost at the moment of accident (tooth avulsion
and root fracture) or extracted during the first 24 hours
after trauma. All other teeth extractions were classified as
late tooth loss.

Data obtained from findings on control examinations
Analysis was performed based on medical history
and additional analyses of radiographs. The survival rate
was analyzed 1 day, 7 days, 1 month, 3 months, 6 months
and one year after the injury.

Statistical method
The data were analysed using the SPSS (Statistical
Package for the Social Sciences) Windows version 12.0.
Statistical analysis included descriptive analysis (mean
value, standard deviation, frequency and proportion). The
differences between frequency distribution of investigated
variables were compared using Chi-square test. KaplanMeier survival analysis was used to determine tooth
survival. All tests were performed at 5% level of
significance.

Results
The study population included 225 children who
have sustained dental trauma to 346 deciduous teeth. The
occurrence of trauma was higher in male patients (60.4%),
since the dental injury had been recorded in 136 boys and
89 girls. Luxations were more frequent (72.8%) compared
to isolated teeth fractures (20.8%), while the two types of
injury combined were rare (6.3%). Falls were the main
cause of trauma (68.9%), followed by accidental contacts
(27.9%) and unknown cause (3.2%).
The luxation injuries were the most frequent, but
there was unequal proportion of luxation and fracture
injuries with respect to age of the patient, and this
difference was statistically significant (χ2 test, p<0.05)
(Table 1). All avulsions and root fractures resulted in
early teeth extractions. It has been recorded that clinical
examination, diet and hygiene advices and further
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observation was the most frequent procedure (73.3%)
when treatment procedures were analyzed in all injured
teeth. Tooth extractions were frequently performed
(22.2%), followed splinting (1.6%) and reposition (2.9%)
in luxations (Table 2).
Table 1. Relationship between types of dental injury and age of
children
Age of child \
Type of dental
injury

Luxation
injury

Fracture
injury

Combination
luxation and
fracture injury

0-1 year

0

2

0

1-2 year

4

31

21

2-3 year

5

70

28

3-4 year

4

44

9

4-5 year

6

30

12

5-6 year

2

42

2

6-7 year

0

31

0

7-8 year

1

2

0

Table 3. Reasons for early tooth loss
Reasons for early tooth loss: (141 teeth)
Advanced root resorption

Luxations
%

N

18.4%

5

3.5%

23

16.3%

8

5.6%

Tooth avulsion and root fracture

67

47.5%

Impossible treatment

12

8.5%

Severe dislocation
Malocclusion

Table 2. Treatment procedures in injured teeth

Number Percentage
26

Possible interference with the normal
eruption of the permanent successor

(χ2=42.26 p=0.0001)

N

Figure 1. Kaplan-Meier survival analysis with rate of dental survival
after traumatic dental injuries for the entire sample

Table 4. Reasons for late tooth extraction

Fractures

%

Exam, advices and
observation

201

73.3

34

36.2

Extraction

61

22.2

18

19.2

Crown restoration

0

0

42

44.6

Splinting

4

1.6

0

0

Reposition

8

2.9

0

0

Data collected from the initial examination records
revealed that 67 teeth were lost at the moment of accident.
Additional tooth loss of 74 teeth was recorded during
next 24 hours after the initial treatment. After 7 days,
40 teeth were lost, 6 more teeth had been extracted
within one month after the injury, tooth loss of 22, 13
and 41 teeth was recorded 3, 6 and 12 months after the
accident, respectively. Overall survival rate was 0.79 at
the moment of accident, 0.24 one year after injury (figure
1).The most common cause of early tooth loss were tooth
avulsion and rooth fracture (47.5%) (Table 3) and for late
tooth extraction was rooth resorption (50.8%) (Table 4).
Forty-six teeth couldn’t be included in complete survival
analysis, because 26 patients did not appear in the period
of observation.

Reasons for late tooth extraction:
(122 teeth)

Number of
Percentage
teeth loss

Periapical pathology

13

10.6 %

Root resorption

62

50.8 %

Severe dislocation

24

19.6 %

Impossible treatment

23

18.8 %

Regarding the type of the injury, lower survival rates
have been observed after luxation injuries in relation to
fractures but without statistically significant differences
(p>0.05, figure 2). Higher survival rates have been
observed in younger patients (p<0.05, figure 3).

Figure 2. Comparative survival analysis for fracture and luxation
injuries (Log rank test, chi squared test, Bonferroni p – value>0.05)
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Figure 3. Comparative survival analysis for fracture and luxation
injuries (Log rank test, chi squared test, Bonferroni p – value<0.05)

Discussion
Traumatic dental injuries in preschool children
represent an important public health problem21 due
to high prevalence, psychological impact and high
treatment costs. Despite the prevalence, the problem of
dental trauma is inadequately addressed in the scientific
literature and in everyday clinical practice. It has been
reported that dental trauma in primary teeth should be
viewed with concern, requiring the implementation of
health policies aimed primarily at the prevention of
these injuries22, and it is highly recommended to plan a
community wide trauma prevention campaign targeting
parents, children and medical/dental care providers23.
Present study was a retrospective analysis of dental
injuries in primary dentition in children aged up to 7
years. Contemporary research points out deficiencies of
retrospective studies24, such as: impossibility to perform
longitudinal monitoring of patients, high percentage of
censored respondents andinsufficient information about
overall prevalence of dental injuries. In addition, some
injuries considered by the patients, parents or caregivers
as not important cannot be recorded in the retrospective
study, while some patients present only when
complications occur. In that way, many traumatic dental
injuries stay unregistered and overlooked. For that reason
results of the study should be interpreted with caution
taking into account all the shortcomings of retrospective
studies. Still, retrospective analyzes have certain
advantages, primarily due to the fact that a complete
analysis of a particular phenomenon on a sufficiently large
sample of respondents isprovided, giving a rationale for
the development of preventive strategy.
Trauma to the teeth occurs frequently in childhood
immediately after the eruption of maxillary incisors
in both primary and permanent dentition25. Reported
prevalence of traumatic dental injuries in primary
dentition varies from is 4% to 30%3,4,6,5. This wide range
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is understandable, taking into account differences in
sample population and design of these studies, but also
makes comparison of obtained data difficult.
In the present investigation, boys had a higher
rate of dental trauma than girls. These results are in
concordance with numerous reports from other studies
that showed a higher incidence of dental trauma of
deciduous teeth in boys5,2. This high ratio might be
attributed to boys being more energetic and inclined
towards vigorous outdoor activities than girls6.
The main causes of sports-related dental trauma are
falls and collisions with people or objects1. The most
frequent cause of dental trauma in our sample was fall.
Literature reports that the highest incidence of dental
trauma is observed in children aged 1–3 years, because
children of this age are gaining mobility, start to walk
and run, while the motor coordination is not yet fully
developed which results in frequent falls1,5,2,26. These
findings were confirmed in our study, as the injuries were
most frequent in patients aged 2 years.
Luxation injuries were predominant in our sample.
The literature reports that larger number of luxated teeth
observed in primary teeth may have been associated with
the morphology of deciduous teeth1,2,27. Generally, all the
facial skeleton and alveolar bone around deciduous teeth
is resilient in these ages, alveolus is shallow and wide
and deciduous tooth root is short and therefore primary
teeth are more prone to luxations. Displacement injuries,
particularly lateral luxation have been reported as the most
common type of injury, which is explained by resilience
of periodontal ligament and elastic bone surrounding the
primary teeth due to ongoing process of development1.
In contrast to that, a high prevalence (around 43%) of
primary teeth fractures has been recently reported, while
luxation injuries accounted for 34.3% of all cases28.
Children aged two or three years cannot describe
the circumstances regarding the accident, cannot give
adequate information about the symptoms and medical
history is taken from the parents or the people present
at the spot of the accident. As a consequence, dental
treatment is often delayed. In addition, some severe
dental injuries with possible consequences that may
affect both primary and permanent teeth can be neglected
or overlooked by the parents or caregivers, while even
the superficial mucosal lacerations can be considered as
emergency, and immediate health care is provided due
to the parents’ anxiety. All injuries should be considered
as emergencies and it is well-known that the prognosis
of dental trauma often depends on the time elapsed
between the moment of the injury and the beginning
of the treatment28. In a comprehensive review29 of the
effect of treatment delay upon wound healing, dental
approach in trauma has been classified as acute treatment
(within a few hours), subacute (within the first 24 h), and
delayed (after the first 24 h) and the subacute approach
has be recommended for primary tooth injury, “unless
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the primary tooth is displaced into the follicle of the
permanent tooth or occlusal problems are present; in the
latter instances, an acute approach should be chosen29.
Regarding the time elapsed from the injury to dental
treatment, results of the present investigation show that
almost 40% of the study population had been referred
for treatment in a period exceeding 24 hours, and dental
treatment had been provided within the subacute approach
for the majority of patients. Delay in treatment can
have adverse effects on long term outcomes in dental
trauma30, as shown in the investigations conducted in
tertiary referral hospitals. In addition, there is a report
that children who had trauma of soft tissues and luxations
were brought to dental clinics faster and more frequently
than children with fractures, because of bleeding
tendency and interference with occlusion and chewing31.
Our findings are in agreement with the observation that
children who present to tertiary referral institutions
for dental trauma treatment have more severe injuries
than those treated elsewhere and that there is a large but
potentially reducible delay between moment of injury and
treatment30.
There is an ongoing debate whether dental treatment
in the primary dentition should be aimed at affected
tooth preservation or prevention of complications in
permanent successors. Although preservation of a primary
tooth should be attempted as far as possible, clinical
considerations must be taken into account32. In addition,
the difficulty in managing behavior in preschool children
and considerable risk of damaging permanent tooth
germ, substantially affect the treatment possibilities33.
Consequently, two completely different approaches can
be observed in clinical practice: less invasive (compared
to treatment guidelines for permanent teeth) including
observation, nutrition and oral hygiene counseling
anticipating spontaneous healing; and more radical
comprising tooth extraction as the treatment of choice for
severe dental injuries and all complications in traumatized
primary teeth. Our results confirm this observation and
it has been recorded that clinical examination, diet and
hygiene advices and further observation was the most
frequent procedure. Following the emergency treatment
parents must receive clear information about the diet,
hygiene and further controls18. Teeth extractions were
frequently performed as well, followed by crown
restoration in fractures, splinting and reposition.
There is no consensus in the literature about all
consequences of premature loss of primary incisors in
young children. It has been shown that traumatic injuries
to primary teeth represent one of the most common
aetiologic factors of eruption disturbances of permanent
teeth, including premature eruption, delayed eruption or
impactions15,19,20. There are reports, as well that some
dental injuries have no significant impact on young
children’s quality of life34.
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In this study, tooth loss was calculated cumulatively,
including early tooth loss
caused by avulsion injuries,
root fractures or extraction by dentist or parent and
late tooth loss, which was the result of the extraction
procedures when complications occurred. Analysis of
these data suggests the fact that the teeth are lost in
relatively high percentage no matter of type and the
time of conducted treatment. Reasons for these results
should be sought in a large dropout in the study sample
and in assumption that the majority of the patients with
complications occurred in treatment, while patients
without symptoms often missed control examinations and
necessary follow-up. Consequently, it can be assumed
that the real values are higher than presented in the
present investigation. In addition, the sample population
studied in this investigation cannot be considered as
representative for evaluation of tooth loss after dental
trauma in primary teeth.

Conclusions
Within limitations of the present study, it can be
concluded that major cause of dental trauma in primary
dentition is fall. Luxations were more frequent compared
to isolated teeth fractures. Two completely different
therapy approaches were observed in majority of cases:
observation, nutrition and oral hygiene counseling
anticipating spontaneous healing, and more radical
comprising tooth extraction as the treatment of choice for
severe dental injuries and trauma complications. Primary
teeth were lost in relatively high percentage regardless the
type and the time of conducted treatment.
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Signs of Bruxism and Temporomandibular
Disorders among Patients with Bipolar Disorder
SUMMARY

Background/Aim: There is an abundance of data regarding
temporomandibular disorders (TMD) and bruxism specific to patients with
bipolar disorder (BD). This study aimed to investigate the prevalence of
TMD signs in subjects with and without BD. Material and Methods: The
case group included 242 adult patients (103 men and 139 women) with BD
and and the control group included 187 subjects without BD (89 men and
98 women). The case and control groups were compared for the presence
of bruxism and the signs of TMD including muscle and temporomandibular
joint (TMJ) tenderness to palpation, limitation of maximum mouth opening,
and TMJ sounds. Results: The frequency of at least one sign of TMD was
significantly higher in patients with BD (191 ⁄242, 78.9%) than the control
group (95 ⁄187, 50.8%) (p<0.001). Statistically significant differences
were found between the case and control groups in terms of joint pain on
palpation (p<0.05), masseter muscle pain on palpation (p<0.01), joint
clicks (p<0.001) and limited mouth opening (p<0.001). Bruxism was
significantly higher in patients with BD (49.6%) than the control group
(19.8%) (p<0.001). Conclusions: Patients with BD appear to be more prone
to having TMD signs and bruxism compared to the control group, but this
comorbidity should be better understood by further studies.

Key words: Bipolar Disorder, Temporomandibular Disorder Signs, Bruxism

Introduction
Temporomandibular disorders (TMDs) are a wide
group of clinical problems which involve the masticatory
muscles, the temporomandibular joint (TMJ), and
the accompanying structures of the stomatognathic
system1. The etiology of TMDs involves biomechanical,
neuromuscular, biopsychosocial, and neurobiological
factors2. From an etiological viewpoint, there are some
suggestions that psychosocial factors deserve special
attention3, due to the fact that TMDs are quite common
in patients with psychiatric disorders3-8. In addition,
psychiatric disorders and TMDs seem to share some
of the same comorbidities, such as reduced quality of
life3,9. In addition to the single or combined effects
of the psychotropic drugs, the detorioration of the
stomatognathic apparatus among psychiatric patients
may be precipitated by the impaired social and cognitive
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functioning resulting in a relative poor quality of life 6,8,10.
It has also been suggested that bruxism may be associated
with emotional tension, psychosomatic disorders, hostility,
aggressiveness, apprehension and a tendency to worrying,
as well as with psychiatric disorders11-13.
Bipolar disorder (BD) is a severe intermittant
psychiatric disorders which remains as one of the most
challenging psychiatric disorder to manage with a
prevalence rate of 4%14. BD disrupts the patients overall
health status, quality of life and ability to function
throughout the whole life15. Due to the significant
economic, social, individual and familial burdens caused
by the BD on patients, it is classified as the sixth leading
cause of disability worldwide16. However, there is
insufficient information in the literature which focuses on
TMDs in patients with BD17 who need to be treated for
long periods14. There are a number of studies present on
the disruption of the dopaminergic system which is known
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to have a role in BD18, that may also have a role in the
etiopathogenesis of bruxism19. The present study is aimed
at investigating the prevalence of the signs of TMD and
bruxism in a group of patients with BD, being compared
to a control group. The hypothesis was that signs of TMDs
and bruxism would be more prevalent in patients with BD.

Material and Methods
The case group comprised of 242 patients with BD
who were consecutively admitted to the Mood Clinic of
Psychiatry during the period from January 2012 through
October 2012. The mean age of the case group was 35.83
years (SD= 9.65). Mean duration of BD was 13.0 years
(SD= 7.7), mean length of treatment was 11.32 years
(SD= 7.46) and the mean number of hospitalizations was
6.52 (SD= 4.81). The patients were diagnosed with BD
in accordance to DSM-IV (Diagnostic and Statistical
Manual of Mental Disorders) criteria20 on the basis of
case records review which is a semi-structured interview
based on checklist of items from DSM-IV (performed
by K.A., psychiatrist) and information obtained from
relatives in or the back the validity of diagnosis. In the
course of the clinical examinations, all of the patients
with BD were in remission; HDRS (Hamilton Depression
Rating Scale) 21 and YRMS (Young Mania Rating Scale)
22 were <7. Inclusion criteria for patients were being
adults (over the age of 18), had natural dentition or
fixed dental rehabilitation. Patients were exluded from
the study if they, had a history of drug or alcohol abuse,
a history of facial or cervical injury, an identifiable
neurological disorder, any signs of mental retardation or
somatic disorder with neurological components, hormonal
diseases, or neoplasm5.
The control group consisted of 187 subjects with
a mean age of 37.3 years (SD= 8.9). The control group
was defined as the absence of a major axis I (clinical
syndromes) and axis II (personality disorders and
developmental disorders) psychiatric disorder according
to DSM-IV criteria20. The controls satisfied inclusion and
exclusion criteria similar to those applied to the patients.
Additionaly, potential controls were excluded if they had
a first degree relative with a history of psychotic disorder,
mood disorders, or suicide.
This study was conducted in according with the
Helsinki Declaration and was approved by the institution’s
ethics committee (B10.4.ISM04.34.26.08-24053). All
subjects gave written informed consent to participate.
TMD signs and bruxism were assessed through clinical
examination performed by a single examiner (O.G.
prosthodontist) who was blinded to group allocation,
throughout the study. Reliability studies were conducted
using a second assessor (G.M. prosthodontist ) who
was blind to diagnosis under the same conditions. The
second assessor separately examined and measured the 30
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randomly selected subjects from the current study groups
using the same protocols. All nominal variables in the
inter-observer examination indicated substantial to almost
perfect agreement between them, as assessed by Kappa
coefficient (0.76 to 0.82)23.
Four cardinal TMD signs including limited mouth
opening (measurements of interincisal distance in active
maximal mouth opening plus vertical overlap), the
presence of joint sounds (clicking/crepitation), joint and
muscle (masseter and temporalis) tenderness to palpation
were assessed. Clinical examination was performed by
utilizing the procedures described in Research Diagnostic
Criteria for Temporomandibular Disorders (RDC/TMD)
Axis I principles24. A scale of 0 to 3 was used for joint
and muscle tenderness to palpation (0= no pain, 1= mild
pain, 2= moderate pain, 3= severe pain). Joint and muscle
tenderness to palpation was defined as at least 2 in a scale
of 0 to 3. All these data were collected as categorical ones
(present / absent of signs).
The diagnosis of bruxism was based on history and
clinical assessment according to the criteria of the American
Academy of Sleep Medicine25. For diagnosis, the subjects
reported or were aware of tooth-grinding sounds or tooth
clenching during sleep or awake and one or more of the
following should be present: (1) abnormal wear of the teeth
(the presence of wear facets on teeth is a clinical indicator
of bruxism); (2) jaw muscle discomfort, fatigue, or pain and
jaw locking upon awaking; (3) masseter muscle hypertophy
during voluntary forceful clenching. The presence of tooth
wear on one mandibular canine was evaluated according to
Johansson et al.26 (grade 0-no visible facets, grade 1-enamel
only, grade 2-enamel and dentin, and grade 3-extensive
cusp abrasion). Abnormal tooth wear was defined as present
when grade 2 and 3. Patients were considered positive for
the presence of bruxism when the clinical and at least one
of the anamnestic indicators were positive, so that the two
indicators, clinical and anamnestic, serve as a control for
each other.
The data were subjected to descriptive and statistical
analysis using SPSS for Windows statistical software
package version 18.0. T-test for continuous variables and
Chi-Square-tests for qualitative variables were used to
evaluate differences between groups. A p value, p≤0.05,
was defined as statistically significant.

Results
A comparison of sociodemographic data between the
case and control group is presented in Table 1. There were
no statistically significant differences between the two groups
in terms of the age, gender and educational level (p>0.05).
The psychiatric data of the patients with BD are presented
in Table 2. Psychiatric diagnosis of the case group consisted
of 201 patients with Bipolar I, 8 patients with Bipolar II,
33 patients with BD, not otherwise specified (NOS)20. As
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shown in Table 3, significant differences were found between
the case and control group for limited mouth opening
(p<0.001), temporomandibular joint clicks (p<0.001), and
masseter muscle pain to palpation (p<0.001) and joint pain
to palpation. No significant difference was found between the
groups regarding the prevalence of crepitation and temporal
muscle tenderness to palpation (p>0.05). Bruxism was more
prevalent among patients with BD (49.6%) compared with
the control group (19.2%) (p<0.001). The total frequency of
any TMD signs was higher in the patients with BD (191 ⁄242,
78.9%) than the control group (95 ⁄187, 50.8%) (p<0.001).
Table 1. Clinical and demographic characteristics of subjects
with and without BD
Bipolar
Disorder
Age (m ± SD)

Control

35.83±9.65 37.30±8.99

Gender

p value
0.070
0.300

Male

103 (42.6)

89 (47.6)

Female

139 (57.4)

98 (52.4)

8 years or less

96 (39.7)

88 (47.1)

More than 8 years

146 (60.3)

99 (52.9)

Educational Level N (%)
0.100

Marital Status N (%)
Single

118 (48.8)

43 (23.0)

Married

102 (42.1)

136 (72.7)

Divorced/Widowed

22 (9.10)

8 (4.30)

<0.001*

(m ± SD) mean±standard deviation, p values were calculated by
using t test; N (%) number of cases (%); p values were calculated
by using chi-square test. *Statistically significant difference
between the two groups

Table 2. Psychiatric data of subjects with BD
Psychiatric Data
Psychiatric Diagnosis
Bipolar I
Bipolar II
Bipolar Disorder NOS
First episode
Depression
Mania-hypomania
Mixed
Undifferentiated
ECT
History of illness in relatives
Type of illness in relatives
Bipolar disorder
Schizophrenia
Other
Undifferentiated
Psychiatric treatment*
No drug during the assessment
Mood stabilizer monotheraphy
Mood stabilizers +Antipsychotics
Antipsychotic monotherapy
Polypharmacy

N

%

201
8
33

83.1
3.3
13.6

108
112
4
11
67
133

44.6
46.3
1.7
7.4
27.7
54.9

99
16
15
19

40.9
6.6
6.2
7.9

7
46
153
8
28

2.9
19
63.2
3.3
11.6

N: number of cases; (%): percentage of group; NOS: Not Otherwise
Specified, ECT: Electroconvulsive Therapy *46 patients were
taking one or more than one mood stabilizer such as lithium,
valproate sodium, carbamazepine, lamotrigine (19%); 153 were
taking a combination of mood stabilizer and atypical antipsychotic
and/or typical antipsychotic such as risperidone, olanzapine,
quetiapine, aripiprazole, clozapine, chlorpromazine 63%); 8
were taking atypical antipsychotic and/or typical antipsychotic
monotherapy (3.3%); 28 were taking at least 3 or more agents
such as mood stabilizer, atypical antipsychotic and/or typical
antipsychotic, antidepressant medications such as tricyclic antidepressants and selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors (11.6%).

Table 3. Prevalence of temporomandibular disorder signs and bruxism in patients with and without BD
Bipolar Disorder

Control

Significance

N

%

N

%

p value

55

22.6

18

9.6

0.000*

120

49.6

59

31.6

0.000*

Crepitation

26

10.7

11

5.9

0.070

TMJ tenderness

51

21.1

23

12.3

0.010*

Masseter tenderness

67

27.7

31

16.6

0.007*

Temporalis tenderness

37

21.1

20

10.7

0.100

At least one of the 6 TMD signs

191

78.9

95

50.8

0.000*

Bruxism

120

49.6

37

19.8

0.000*

Limited mandibular opening
Clicking

TMD: Temporomandibular disorder, TMJ: Temporomandibular joint. The p value was calculated by using chi-square test. *p<0.05,
statistically significant difference between groups.
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Discussion
This study provided an opportunity to support our
knowledge on the prevalence of TMD signs and its
distribution among patients with BD. The main finding of
the present study was a higher prevalence of bruxism and
TMD signs, expressed as joint clicking, joint tenderness
to palpation and masseter muscle tenderness to palpation
and limited mouth opening in patints with BD compared
to a control group. The results are consistent with previous
clinical studies of psychiatric patients3-8. On the other
hand, the present study only analyses the signs of the
TMD which is not synonymous with the TMD. It must
be noted that while a TMD sign can indicate a clinical
condition alone, it may also be a sublinical event or a
normal variation. In healthy populations, the prevalence
of TMD signs are found to be higher. Epidemiological
studies show that between 33% and 86% of the general
population shows at least on symptom for TMD, and
between 12% and 51% of the population are aware of the
symptoms27. A multiplicity of factors may be considered
in efforts to explain this relationship. Like other
psychiatric problems, these may include not only inherent
conditions such as the burden of recurrent mood episodes,
impaired cognitive and social functioning and relatively
poor quality of life associated with the illness itself but
also the side effects of the psychotropic medications3-8.
Future research is encouraged to validate these
preliminary results and evaluate further the relationship
between BD and TMD.
The prevalence of bruxism found in the BD
group, approximately 50%, was not very surprising.
Due to motor dysfunctions associated with psychiatric
disorders, it is likely that many patients with mental
illness develop parafunctional habits such as bruxism.
Several explanations may account for this phenomenon.
Increased levels of emotional stress cause an increase
in the muscle tone in the head and neck as well as the
level of non-functional muscle activity, such as bruxism
and teeth clenching28. It is also reported that bruxism
is related with disturbances in mood phenomenology,
levels of activity, and cognitive functions which manifest
themselves as alternating periods of reduced (depressed)
and increased (manic) functions29. In addition, several
hypothesis from the studies on neurotransmitter systems
under the influence of medications may explain regarding
association between bruxism and BD. Complications such
as oral dyskinesia caused by the longer term of use of
antipsychotic drugs may be a contributing factor to muscle
stiffness, temporomandibular joint degenerative changes,
damage to teeth and dental prostheses and oromandibular
dystonia which causes involuntary and excessive
contractions of the tongue, lip and jaw muscles30.
Given the nature of our study, we cannot claim that
surely medications and not the pathologies themselves
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cause bruxism, but international literature supports the
correlation between medications and bruxism31.
Another important finding in this study is the
significant difference with respect to the limited
mandibular opening between groups. Maximum mouth
openning distance is used for the estimation of the
temporomandibular joint mobility and function32. In the
present study sample, 23% of patients with BD vs. 9.6%
in controls, showed limited mouth opening; however the
patients haven’t felt impaired by the symptom and did not
seek medical treatment. Therefore, the clinical relevance
regarding the difference of pain-free mouth opening
between groups remains unclear. It can be argued that the
higher prevalence of burxism in patients with BD may
contribute to the significant difference of limited mouth
openning between the patient groups. Hyperactivity of
the muscles of mastication can slowly progress to reduced
jaw openning and usually associated with tiredness and/or
pain in the muscle groups33.
In the present study, joint clicking was the most
common single sign reported as occasional to frequent
however, crepitus, was also evaluated and no significant
difference was found between groups. TMJ sound is
reported to be a common clinical finding and a subjective
report in TMD patients according to the epidemiological
investigations and clinical series33. Therefore it may
be disregarded as regular finding due to the fact that
it is a common finding in asymptomatic individuals
as well33,34. In view of this, the significant differences
in pain or tenderness of joint and masseter muscle to
palpation between patients with BD and controls are
important, because pain during function and/or at rest is
the primary reason for patients to seek treatment1. The
finding of significant difference of joint and masseter
muscle tenderness to palpation in patients with BD and
controls is in line with the previous ﬁndings regarding
psychiatric patients3,5. Also, the literature reports that
there is a positive relationship between psychological
distress and muscle pain35. Motor dysfunctions associated
with psychosocial disorders may give rise to a sustained
activity of the masticatory muscles increasing their
anaerobic metabolism36. Fatigue, muscle spasms and pain
are associated with prolonged tension and simultaneous
production of lactic acid6. On the other hand, pain or
tenderness during palpation of the masseter muscle and
joint is not an entirely objective finding, as it is also an
expression of a subjective feeling which can lead to the
overestimation of the clinical signs. Although pain is
the major reason for seeking medical care, difficulties
in getting an accurate patient history regarding the BD
and differences in pain threshold among all psychiatric
disorders must also be considered37.
There are several limitations of this study: (1) The
absence of clinical diagnosis of TMD. A single symptom
or sign from the masticatory system is not synonymous
with TMD; nor does it automatically lead to a TMD
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diagnosis. (2) Keeping this in mind, diagnosis of bruxism
in this investigation, which did not aim to distinguish
sleep from wakeful bruxism, was based upon the presence
of a clinical and at least one anamnestical indicator. It can
be definitively diagnosed with electrophysiological tools,
such as polysomnography or an ambulatory recording
system, but it is not easily applicable to this study group38.
(3) The possible effects of medication on TMD signs
and bruxism were not evaluated (due to heterogeneity
of type of medication, that has not allowed any analysis
comparing the different effects of each treatment).

Conclusions
Within the limitations of this study, it can be
concluded that BD patients are more prone to having
TMD signs and bruxism compared to the normal
population. This study may contribute to better
understanding of TMD in this specific population and,
therefore, may help health care professionals to identify
these problems and direct patients for appropriate
treatment.
Acknowledgement: to Dr. Gamze Mandali for assistance
in performing this study.
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Gingival Crevicular Fluid Levels of Prolidase and
Alkaline Phosphatase in Periodontitis
SUMMARY

Berrak Guven1, Cigdem Turer2

Background/Aim: The purpose of this study was to investigate gingival
crevicular fluid (GCF) alkaline phosphatase (ALP) and prolidase levels in
subjects with different periodontal status. Material and Methods: Fifteen
periodontitis, fifteen gingivitis and fifteen healthy subject were included.
GCF samples were collected from participants. Probing depth, clinical
attachment level, gingival index was recorded. ALP and prolidase levels
were determined in GCF by spectrophotometrically. Results: Higher values
of ALP were found in periodontitis compared with gingivitis and healthy
control (p<0.001). The values of prolidase were lower in periodontitis than
healthy control (p<0.05). A statistically significant positive correlation was
found between clinical parameters and ALP levels (p<0.001). There is no
significant correlation between clinical parameters and prolidase levels
(p>0.05). Additionally, no significant correlation was detected between
ALP and prolidase (r= -0.309, p>0.05). Conclusion: Our preliminary data
suggest that low prolidase level in periodontitis was not associated with
ALP and clinical parameters, which represent periodontal destruction and
inflammation.
Keywords: Prolidase, ALP, Periodontitis, Gingivitis

Introduction
Periodontitis is an inflammatory condition affecting
the tooth-supporting tissues. It is characterized by
destruction of periodontal tissues. Markers of bone
formation are proteins revealing osteoblast activity
like products of collagen synthesis, matrix proteins or
osteoblastic enzymes1,2. Alkaline phosphatase (ALP) is
a glycoprotein, which functions as a phospho-hydrolytic
enzyme, is a calcium- and phosphate-binding protein.
It is released from many cells including neutrophils,
fibroblasts and osteoblasts during bone formation. ALP is
detected in gingival crevicular fluid (GCF) collected from
inflamed periodontium as well as from osteoblasts during
bone formation3.
Prolidase (EC 3.4.13.9) is an enzymes that hydrolyzes
dipeptides containing proline or 4-hydroxyproline at the
C-terminal. The dipeptidase has a major role in collagen
turnover and rate-limiting enzyme for collagen resynthesis4.
Prolidase deficiency is a rare autosomal recessive disease
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characterized by skin lesions and recurrent infections 5.
On the other hand, increase in prolidase activity may be
accompanied by increase in tissue collagen deposition6,7.
The aim of our study was to evaluate ALP and
prolidase activities in gingival crevicular fluid in patients
with gingivitis and periodontitis.

Material and Methods
Clinical parameters

This study consisted of 45 individuals (23 males and
22 females) admitted to the Periodontology Department,
Faculty of Dentistry of Bulent Ecevit University. The
ethical committee of Bulent Ecevit University approved
this study, and a written informed consent was obtained
from each patient.
All individuals underwent radiography and a full-mouth
periodontal examination including probing pocket depth
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(PPD), clinical attachment level (CAL) and gingival index
(GI)8. Clinical parameters were assessed at six sites on each
tooth (mesiobuccal, mediobuccal, distobuccal, mesiolingual,
mediolingual and distolingual) using a manual periodontal
probe (Hu-Friedy, Chicago, IL, USA). Inclusion criteria for
all subjects were a minimum of 20 natural teeth, exclusion
criteria included a history of periodontal treatment in the last
6 months, use of antibiotics, anti-inflammatory drugs within
the previous 3 months, pregnancy, or lactation, systemic
diseases and smokers.
Patients were categorized into three groups based on
PPD, CAL and GI scores and radiographic evidence of
bone loss 9.
Healthy control: 15 subjects (7 males and 8 females)
with clinically healthy periodontium (GI = 0 , PPD and
CAL ≤ 3 mm).
Gingivitis: 15 subjects (7 males and 8 females) with
gingival inflammation (GI ≥1, PPD and CAL ≤ 3 mm).
Periodontitis: 15 subjects (8 males and 7 females)
who showed chronic periodontitis clinical signs of
inflammation GI >1, PPD and CAL ≥5 mm with alveolar
bone loss affecting >30% of the existing teeth on clinical
and radiographic examination.

produced by prolidase. Fluid was diluted 40-fold with 25
mmol/L Mn2+, 40 mmol/L Trizma HCl buffer (pH 8.0)
and preincubated at 37ºC for 2 h. The reaction mixture
containing 30 mmol/L Gly-Pro, 40 mmol/L Trizma HCl
buffer (pH 8.0), and 100 mL of preincubation fluid in 1
mL was incubated at 37ºC for 30 min. The reaction was
stopped by adding 0.5 mL 20% trichloroacetic acid
solution. The supernatant was used for measurement of
proline by the method proposed by Myara et al., which is
a modification of Chinard’s method11.

Collection of Samples

Results

In all groups, two sites per individual were selected
for sampling. GCF samples were obtained from the
mesio-buccal or disto-buccal surfaces of single rooted
teeth. To prevent the contamination of GCF with blood
associated with the probing of inflamed sites, all clinical
examinations and sampling site selections were performed
2 days before GCF samples were collected.
Each crevicular site included in the study was
isolated with cotton rolls. Before the GCF collection, any
supragingival plaque was removed with cotton pellets and
a gentle air stream was directed toward the tooth surface
for 5 seconds to dry the area. GCF was sampled with
filter paper (PerioPaper, ProFlow, Amityville, NY) using
the intracrevicular method 10. Paper strips were placed
into the crevice until mild resistance was felt and were
left in position for 30 seconds. Strips with visible saliva
or blood contamination were discarded. Immediately after
collection, the paper strips were transferred to plastic vials
and stored at -40 0C until analysis.

Biochemistry Assay

On the day of the assay, 400 µL phosphatebuffered saline (pH 7.4) was added to each of the tubes
containing the sample strips. The tubes were vortexed and
homogenized for 1 minute and then centrifuged at 3,000g
for 15 minutes at 4ºC. The supernatants were collected the
GCF samples were measured for ALP levels by using an
Alkaline Phosphatase Detection kit (Beckman Coulter,
CA, USA) according to the manufacturer’s instructions.
Prolidase activity was determined by a photometric
method based on the measurement of proline levels

Statistical Analyses

All data were analyzed using statistical software
(SPSS version 10.5, SPSS, Chicago, IL, USA). Statistical
analysis was performed using nonparametrical techniques.
Comparisons between the study groups were performed
using the Kruskal-Wallis test. The correlations between
biochemical and clinical parameters were determined
by Spearman’s correlation coefficient. The results were
considered statistically significant when p-values were
less than 0.05.

Mean ages of control, gingivitis and periodontitis
groups were 34.1 ± 3.2, 34.5 ± 2.7 and 36.1 ± 3.3 years,
respectively. No significant difference was observed
between the mean age of groups. The clinical parameters
are shown in Table 1. GI, PPD and CAL were statistically
higher in gingivitis and periodontitis than in control. All
parameters were mostly higher in periodontitis than in
gingivitis.
Table 1. Comparison of clinical parameters between the groups
Clinical parameters
Gingival index
Probing pocket
depth (mm)
Clinical attachment
level (mm)
a
b

Control
(n = 15)
0.3±0.25

Gingivitis
(n = 15)
1.67±0.30a

Periodontitis
(n = 15)
2.26±0.16a,b

1.75±0.5

2.33±0.45a

4.88±0.53a,b

1.75±0.5

2.33±0.45a

5.59±0.54a,b

Signiﬁcant difference from healthy group (p<0.05)
Signiﬁcant difference from gingivitis group (p<0.05)

Higher values of ALP were found in periodontitis
compared with gingivitis (p<0.001) and healthy control
(p<0.001). There was no significant difference between
gingivitis and healthy control groups with regard to ALP
levels (p>0.05) (Figure 1). The values of prolidase were
lower in periodontitis than healthy control (p<0.05). With
respect to prolidase levels, no significant differences
between gingivitis group and control group were observed
(p>0.05) (Figure 2).
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Figure 1. GCF ALP levels in relation to periodontal status

Figure 2. GCF prolidase levels in relation to periodontal status

The correlation coefficients are shown in Table 2.
A statistically significant positive correlation was found
between clinical parameters and ALP levels (p<0.001).
There is no significant correlation between
clinical parameters and prolidase levels (p>0.05).
Additionally, no significant correlation was detected
between ALP and prolidase (r= -0.309, p>0.05).
Table 2. Correlations between biochemical and clinical
parameters
Clinical parameters
ALP
Prolidase
Gingival index
0.728*
-0.267
Probing depth
0.619*
-0.261
Clinical attachment level
0.620*
-0.257
Spearman correlation (*p < 0.05).
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neutrophils12. In this study, ALP notably increased in GCF
of patients with periodontitis compared with gingivitis
and the control group. Furthermore, positive correlations
of ALP levels with clinical parameters, including PD, GI
and CAL were found. These findings support previous
data that raised ALP levels in GCF are associated with
severity of periodontal destruction and inflammation15.
Also, ALP is thought to play a role in superoxide generation
in neutrophils16. Oxidative stress, an excess of reactive
oxygen species (ROS) and depletion of anti-oxidant levels
in tissues is importance in periodontal pathogenesis17.
Previous studies showed that oxidative stress can stimulate
prolidase activity18,19. Prolidase is a cytosolic enzyme
capable of degrading dipeptides in which a proline or
hydroxyproline residue is located at the C-terminal position.
Collagen biosynthesis may require prolidase activity to play
an important role capable of degrading proline-containing
dipeptides to produce free proline as a product 20.
Collagen is the main component of extracellular
matrix in the periodontal tissues, which is considered as an
important component determining the pathophysiology of
periodontal disease21. Collagen degradation is initiated by
activation of matrix metalloproteinases (MMPs) resulting
in smaller proteins and peptides which are degraded
into tripeptides and dipeptides by endopeptidases and
exopeptidases20. Some researchers suggest that MMPs
levels in GCF could be used as a diagnostic marker for
periodontitis progression22. Previous studies also showed
that elevated concentrations of collagen cross-link residues
were found in gingiva and GCF with periodontitis 23,24. We
hypothesized that prolidase may possess higher capacity to
reflect the collagen turnover increased in the periodontitis.
Interestingly, in the present study, we found that prolidase
activity in GCF was lower in periodontitis. Also, we did not
observe significant correlations between prolidase activity
and ALP activity as well as between prolidase activity and
clinical parameters. It is possible that collagen degradation
products, when in excess, can inhibit prolidase activity.
This study suggest that a more detailed study is needed
to determine the mechanism of prolidase regulation in
periodontitis.
There is still a limitations in the present study due
to its cross-sectional design, thus, the findings should be
confirmed by longitudinal studies investigating the levels
of these biomarkers after periodontal treatment.

Conclusion
Discussion
Alkaline phosphatase is a very important enzyme, that
contributes to the normal turnover of periodontal ligament
and bone homeostasis12. It is produced by many cells,
especially it is considered to be a marker of osteoblastic
activity13,14, but the main source of ALP in GCF is

In summary, we observed that prolidase activity
was significantly decreased in GCF of patients with
periodontitis. However, it was not correlated with ALP and
clinical parameters, which represent periodontal destruction
and inflammation. We think that more studies with larger
groups are needed to investigate prolidase activity and its
relation with periodontal tissue in the future.
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Soft Tissue Characteristics and Gender Dimorphism
in Class III Malocclusion: a Cephalometric Study in
Adult Greeks
SUMMARY

Background/Aim: Class III malocclusion case are considered
complex problems associated with unacceptable esthetics. The purpose
of the present study was to assess the characteristics of the soft tissue
profile and investigate the possible gender differences in adult Greeks with
Class III malocclusion. Material and Methods: The material of the study
comprised of 57 pretreatment lateral cephalograms of adult patients with
Class III malocclusion aged 18 to 39 years. Eleven variables were assessed.
The variables were measured and the mean, minimum and maximum and
standard deviations were calculated. Parametric and non-parametric tests
were used to compare males and females patients. Results: The total sample
was characterized by concave skeletal profile. Male patients exhibited
greater nose prominence and superior sulcus depth, longer distance from
subnasale to the harmony line, more concave profile, thicker upper lip and
larger upper lip strain. Conclusions: Many significant differences were
noted in soft tissue characteristics between males and females with skeletal
Class III malocclusion, suggesting possible gender dimorphism.

Key words: Class III Malocclusion, Soft Tissue, Cephalometry, Gender Dimorphism

Introduction
One of the most important aspects of orthodontic
treatment planning is an evaluation of the soft tissue
profile1. Perception of facial esthetics is also one of the
factors determining patient satisfaction of orthodontic
therapy2. Appreciation of dental and facial appearance is
also a matter of subjective evaluation having significant
implications for one’s social interactions3-5. The potential
negative effect of compromised esthetics has been
recognized and considered to be sufficient cause for
treatment6,7.
Soft tissue profile reflects the underlying hard
tissues, this being true for the skeletal Class III patients
where the existing discrepancy results in a concave
soft tissue profile8,9. Class III patients compose less
than 2% of the general population10. Although Class
III malocclusion is not very common in Caucasian
populations11,12, it represents a condition of great clinical
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interest. Class III malocclusion cases are considered
complex problems and many of the patients may seek
surgical treatment because of unacceptable esthetics.
One third of Class III patients evaluated in the 1980’s at
the University of North Carolina through the Dentofacial
Program sought orthognathic surgery13. The prevalence
of Class III malocclusion in some Mediterranean and
Middle Eastern populations has been reported to be
relatively high14-17. In Northern Greece the prevalence of
Class III malocclusion is 1.21% for the adolescents 12-14
years old18.
Early orthodontic and/or orthopedic treatment of
Class III malocclusion results in an acceptable occlusion,
function and facial esthetics19. For adults with skeletal
Class III malocclusion treatment is always a kind of
camouflage resulting in an acceptable occlusion but cannot
extensively affect facial esthetics10 as the patient retains his
or her characteristic concave profile. Better esthetic results
are achieved when a functional mandibular prognathism
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component exists. In general, adults expect from treatment
changes of their facial profile esthetics. Such changes
could be attained by a combination of orthodontic
and orthognathic intervention20-26. Thus, a significant
proportion of patients seeking orthognathic surgery are
esthetically motivated27-29 and the esthetic evaluation of
Class III patients who demand soft tissue changes after
treatment is a main step in treatment planning30.
The purpose of the present study was to assess the
characteristics of the soft tissue profile and investigate the
possible gender differences in adult Greeks with Class III
malocclusion on pretreatment lateral skull cephalometric
radiographs.

Material and methods
The pre-treatment orthodontic files of the Postgraduate Orthodontic Clinic, Department of Orthodontics,
Aristotle University of Thessaloniki, Thessaloniki, Greece
were reviewed and appropriate cases selected according to
the following criteria:
●● Greek ethnicity,
●● Age above 18 years,
●● Class III relationship of the first permanent molars.
In order to exclude functional shift the assessment
was carried out in centric relation,
●● Good quality of pre-treatment lateral cephalograms.
The final material involved 57 pretreatment lateral
cephalograms (mean: 24.33 years-old; Standard Deviation
(SD): 4.40; range: 18-39). Twenty-six of them were males
(mean: 23.77 years-old: SD: 4.1; range: 18-34) and thirtyone females (mean: 24.81 years-old; SD: 4.64; range:
19-39).
Lateral cephalometric radiographs were traced on
acetate tracing paper and digitized with the Viewbox 2.6
(dhal Software, Athens) cephalometric software.
The Holdaway cephalometric analysis31 was applied
and the following lines were used (Figure 1):
●● The H plane or harmony line drawn tangent to the
soft tissue chin and the upper lip,
●● A soft tissue facial line from soft tissue chin
overlying Ricketts’ suprapogonion,
●● The hard tissue facial plane,
●● The Sella-Nasion line,
●● The Frankfort horizontal plane (FH),
●● A line running at a right angle to the FH down
tangent to the vermilion border of the upper lip.
Subsequently, the following eleven variables were
measured; Facial angle (soft tissue)(o), Nose prominence
(mm), Superior sulcus depth (mm), Subnasale to H
plane (mm), Convexity at A point (mm), Basic upper lip
thickness (mm), Upper lip strain (mm), H angle (o), Lower
lip to H plane (mm), Inferior sulcus to H plane (mm), and
Soft tissue chin thickness (mm) (Figure 1)31.

Figure 1. Lines and variables used in the Holdaway analysis. 1. Facial
angle (soft tissue)(o), 2. Nose prominence (mm), 3. Superior sulcus depth
(mm), 4. Subnasale to H plane (mm), 5. Convexity at A point (mm), 6.
Basic upper lip thickness (mm), 7. Upper lip strain (mm), 8. H angle (o),
9. Lower lip to H plane (mm), 10. Inferior sulcus to H plane (mm), 11.
Soft tissue chin thickness (mm)

Statistical analysis

The assumption of normality was investigated
using the Shapiro-Wilk test. Normally distributed
variables between the two genders were compared with
the independent samples t-test, whereas non-normally
distributed variables were compared with the MannWhitney U test.
The error of the method was examined by double
tracing of 30 randomly chosen cephalometric radiographs.
Normally distributed variables were tested with the paired
samples t-test, whereas non-normally distributed variables
were tested with the Wilcoxon test.

Results
The results for method error analysis are presented
in Table 1. Soft tissue analysis demonstrated significant
differences between Class III males and females (Table
2). Class III males presented greater nose prominence
and upper lip curvature, longer distance from subnasale
to the harmony line, more negative convexity of the
skeletal profile, thicker upper lip and upper lip strain when
compared to Class III Greek females.
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Table 1. Method error analyzed with the paired samples t-test or
the Wilcoxon test (indicated by *).
Variable
Facial angle
(soft tissue)(o)
Nose prominence
(mm)
Superior sulcus
depth (mm)
Subnasale to H
plane (mm)
Convexity at A
point (mm)
Basic upper lip
thickness (mm)*
Upper lip strain
(mm)*
H angle (o)
Lower lip to H
plane (mm)
Inferior sulcus to H
plane (mm)
Soft tissue chin
thickness (mm)*

Mean

SD

t

df

Sig.
(2-tailed)

-0.269

0.709 -4.452

29

0.050

0.783

2.119 2.421

29

0.056

1.033

2.748 2.757

29

0.052

0.362

2.921 2.688

29

0.510

0.100

0.479 1.143

29

0.262

-0.507

1.145 -2.423

29

0.062

-0.007

0.931 -0.039

29

0.897

-0.327

1.476 -1.212

29

0.235

-0.097

1.293 -0.409

29

0.685

-0.020

1.414 -0.077

29

0.939

-0.343

1.483 -1.268

29

0.191

SD: Standard Deviation; df: Degrees of freedom;
Sig.: significance
Table 2. Comparison between males and females for the
considered variables with the independent samples t-test or the
Mann-Whitney test (indicated by *).
Males
Variable
Facial angle (soft
tissue)(o)
Nose prominence
(mm)
Superior sulcus
depth (mm)*
Subnasale to H
plane (mm)
Convexity at A
point (mm)
Basic upper lip
thickness (mm)*
Upper lip strain
(mm)*
H angle (o)
Lower lip to H
plane (mm)
Inferior sulcus to H
plane (mm)
Soft tissue chin
thickness (mm)*

Females
SD

Sig.
(2-tailed)

3.82 94.62

3.58

0.313

17.48

3.33 14.71

2.84

0.001

2.10

2.78 -0.34

3.21

0.006

3.20

2.93

0.40

3.49

0.002

-4.59

3.59 -2.79

2.26

0.032

19.44

4.37 16.17

1.52

0.000

16.24

5.17 12.47

1.84

0.000

5.03

7.10

4.12

0.899

1.92 -2.36

1.34

0.594

2.35

2.53

1.57

0.396

4.92 11.62

2.01

0.232

Mean

SD

93.62

7.26
-2.60
2.97
12.98

Significant differences in bold

Mean

Discussion
Class III malocclusion is a severe dental discrepancy
affecting facial esthetics; in most cases it is concomitant
to a skeletal disharmony32. The clinical discrepancy can
derive from skeletal retrusion of the maxilla, protrusion
of the mandible, or the combination of them resulting in a
characteristic concave facial profile33-37.
As the soft tissue profile characteristics may differ
among individuals of varying ethnic origin38-42, it was
considered useful to investigate the soft tissue esthetic
discrepancies of the Class III malocclusion adult Greeks.
The finding that males exhibit greater soft tissue thickness
overall has already been observed in previous studies43.
Consequently, the evaluation of soft tissue profile of
Greek males and females with Class III malocclusion and
the determination of their morphological characteristics
may contribute to the diagnosis, prognosis and therapeutic
procedures used for these patients.
Because the thickness of the tissues overlying
Pogonion may vary greatly, the soft-tissue facial angle
constitutes a more appropriate means of assessing chin
prominence than the skeletal tissue measurements. The
findings of this study concerning the soft- tissue facial
angle are greater but still in the acceptable range of the
ideal measurement of 91 ±70 as Holdaway proposed31.
Furthermore, variations in the nasal area are
considered to be very important. Although nasal form
should be judged on an individual basis, nasal prominence
may be categorized. Measurements below 14 mm fall in
the small nose category, while those over 24 mm, may
be categorized as large or prominent. Female noses were
normal in size according to Holdaway norms31 but the
males’ nose prominence was significantly larger.
The superior sulcus depth normally ranges from
1 to 4 mm, and one should avoid reaching results were
this variable falls below 1.5 mm. The superior sulcus
depth may be allowed to be under in some circumstances,
like decreased face height, increased chin prominence,
and upper lips that are long or thick31. Class III females
presented statistically significant lower value of the upper
lip curvature. Thus, females presented a more severe
esthetic problem concerning the upper lip curvature.
The nasolabial angle is also considered important
in evaluating nasal area esthetics. However, in cases of
excess one cannot determine the cause; back slanting
of the upper lip, an upwards-turning nose tip, or both.
Drawing a line perpendicular to the Frankfort Horizontal
plane could describe more accurately the subnasal
contour31.
Class III females presented significantly reduced
distance from the soft-tissue subnasale to the H line
compared to Class III males resulting in worse esthetics.
In males however, the observed measurement was found
to be within the normal range31.
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Although skeletal profile convexity does not refer
to soft tissues, it is directly related to harmonious lip
relationships44. Measurements between –3 to +5 mm,
enable harmonious lip alignment in cases wherethat the
superior sulcus depth is around 5 mm. In cases with short
and/or thin lips, a skeletal profile convexity of 3 mm is
considered adequate, whereas a 7 mm convexity may by
in harmony with longer and/or thicker lips31. Skeletal
convexity was significantly more negative in males
compared to Class III females, maybe due to the reduced
chin prominence relative to Nasion.
Basic upper lip thickness is useful in determining
strain in the lips, when it is compared to the thickness
of lip tissue at the level equal to the vermilion border31.
In white norms this measurement has a mean value of
15±1 mm. The male upper lip thickness was statistically
significant greater compared to females.
Usual lip thickness at the vermilion border level
is 13 to 14 mm. Measurements larger than basic upper
lip thickness usually indicate decreased anterior facial
dimensions and deep overbite31. Gender dimorphism was
evident in the investigated sample with larger upper lip
strain in Class III males compared with females.
The H angle has a mean value of 10 degrees when the
convexity measurement is 0 mm. Under ideal conditions, as
skeletal convexity increases, the H angle must also increase
in order to have a harmonious relationship31. The H angle
for both males and females was smaller compared to the
normal value. This finding is harmonious to the negative
skeletal convexity of this sample.
According to existing norms, the lower lip should
be on the H line or 0.5 mm anteriorly. However, a range
from -1 to +2 mm can be regarded to be within a normal
range31. When the chin is prominent or the mandible is
prognathic, the H line can move forward relative to the
rest of the facial structures and the lower lip distance from
the H plane acquires negative values. In the investigated
Class III sample, both in males and females, the lower lip
was found to be more posteriorly positioned in relation to
H line confirming the severe chin prominence31.
The inferior sulcus point to the H line is an indicator
of the axial inclination of the lower incisors. Lower
incisors with labial root torque result in a decrease in
the curvature of the inferior sulcus area and make the
distance from the inferior sulcus to the H line shorter31.
In the Class III sample regarding our study this distance
was significantly shorter from normal, possibly because
of the lower incisor inclination due to the dentoalveolar
compensation that characterizes skeletal Class III
disharmony.
Finally, it is importance to acknowledge the fact
that soft tissue overlying the chin present variability and
refrain from retracting the lower and consequently the
upper incisors, thus taking away the needed lip support.
This measurement showed no significant differences in
the studied patient groups.
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Conclusions
From the results of the current study we may
conclude that:
1. Class III malocclusion males and females present
negative convexity of the skeletal profile.
2. Class III males present the following differences
compared to females: more prominent noses,
increased depth of the upper lip sulcus, increased
distance from subnasale to H line, more concave
profiles, thicker upper lip at the basis, as well as the
level of the vermillion border.
3. There observed differences possibly suggest gender
dimorphism in adult Greeks.
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In Vitro Biocompatibility of Nanostructured
Endodontic Materials Using SCAP Cells
SUMMARY

Background/Aim: Lately, fully innovative sol-gel method with
high-temperature self-propagating reaction was used for the synthesis of
new nanostructured endodontic materials, in combination with different
radiopacifiers: bismuth (ALBO-MPCA1) and barium (ALBO-MPCA2). The
aim of this study was to investigate the biocompatibility of nanostructured
endodontic materials based on highly active calcium silicates and mixed
with different radiopacifiers in comparison to MTA+ using human stem cells
from the apical papilla- SCAP cells. Material and Methods: Morphology
of the samples was studied by SEM. The tested materials were mixed with
distilled water in a ratio 2:1 (m/m). Fifteen minutes fter the preparation,
samples were used in the experiment. The biocompatibility of fresh materials,
after 3h and 7 days, was tested using 3-(4,5-dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-2,5diphenyltetrazolium bromide- MTT test. Results: Samples mostly consisted of
spherical and rode-like. The relative viability of cells increased following the
exposure time. Conclusion: The biocompatibility of synthesized materials is
comparable to
 the control material MTA+, and therefore these materials can
be recommended for for further clinical studies.
Key words: Biocompatibility, Calcium Silicates, MTT, MTA, Biomaterials

Introduction
The Food and Drug Administration (FDA) has
identified a large number of substances used in the
promotion of health, among which are drugs and medical
devices. Most dental materials are classified into the
group of medical devices, including filling materials,
as well. Drugs differ from medical devices because they
achieve their primary effects through a chemical reaction.
Therefore, drugs require both safety checks and precise
definition of their intended chemical effect. Medical
devices, on the other hand, must provide only security
checks1. Most dental products belong to Class I or Class II
medical devices (dental cements)1.
MTA is a calcium silicates based material composed
of 75% refined PC, 20% bismuth oxide and 5% calcium
sulfate dihydrate with traces of SiO2, CaO, MgO, K2SO4
and Na2SO42,3,4. The whole family of calcium silicates
based materials is called hydraulic silicate cements (HSC),
since the binding reaction of these materials is based
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on hydration processes, meaning that these materials
are bonded and stable in the presence of water5. This
classification also provide difference from other silicate
elements which setting is based on an acid-base reaction.
Since 2002, only one form of MTA material
consisting of gray powder (GMTA) was available, and
then the white MTA (WMTA) appeared on the market,
in order to fulfill aesthetic demands3,6. Analyzes have
confirmed that there is a big difference in the composition
of GMTA and WMTA, primarily in concentrations of
Al2O3, MgO and Fe2O32,7. It was proven that WMTA
contains 54.9% less Al2O3, 56.5% less MgO and 90.8%
less Fe2O3, which led to the conclusion that the decrease
in Fe2O3 is most likely the cause for the change in powder
color8. WMTA also has a smaller particle size than
GMTA, which defines the degree of hydration9.
Similar to MTA, new nanostructured endodontic
materials, based on highly active calcium silicates were
synthesized using nowel sol-gel method with hightemperature self-propagating reaction10. This method
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increases the hydration rate, reduces the setting time and
enhances the biological properties of the materials. The
investigated materials, ALBO-MPCA1 and ALBO-MPCA2,
were prepared by mixing the active calcium silicate phases
with Bi2O3 and BaSO4 (radiocontrast agents), respectively10.
The aim of this study was to investigate the
biocompatibility of nanostructured endodontic materials
based on highly active calcium silicates and mixed with
different radiopacifiers in comparison to MTA+ using
SCAP cells.
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a wavelength of 570 nm. The relative viability of cells
(%M) was calculated based on the formula:
OD tested material

%M= OD negative control X 100

Statistical analysis

The data were evaluated by one-way ANOVA test
using the statistical software IBM SPSS (IBM SPSS 20,
IBM Corporation, New Orchard Road Armonk, New
York, SAD). A level of significance of 5% was chosen to
denote the difference between means.

Material and Methods
Scanning electron microscopy

Before the analysis, investigated samples were dried
at 110°C and then vaporized with a thin layer of gold.
At the voltage of 30 kV, morphology of the previously
hydrated samples was scanned using scanning electron
microscopy (SEM, JEOL, JSM-5300, Tokyo, Japan).

Results
The particles of investigated materials ALBOMPCA1, ALBO-MPCA2 and MTA+ formed the
agglomerates, spherical and rod-like (Figures 1, 2 & 3).
Nano-particles were polygonal, elongated in one direction,
with predominant calcium silicate phases.

Cell Culture

Stem cells were isolated from the apical papilla
of the teeth with incomplete root develompent (SCAP
cells). Using the flow cytometry (CD 34, CD 73, CD
90- positive and CD 45, CD 105- negative markers),
the detection and characterization of stem cells was
confirmed. The cells were cultured in a medium
(DMEM/F12) enriched with 10% fetal bovine serum,
penicillin (100 IU/mL) and streptomycin (100 μg/mL).
Incubation of cell cultures was carried out at 370C, in an
atmosphere with 5% CO2 to the formation of the confluent
monolayered culture, confirmed by a light microscope
(Boeko, Germany). The total number of cells cultued on
the micro-plates was 2×104 (Bright-Line Hemacytometer,
Hausser Scientific, Horsham, PA, USA).

Preparation of fresh materials’ samples

Figure 1. SEM micrograph of hydrated sample of ALBO-MPCA1,
maginication 10000×

The tested materials were mixed with distilled water
in a ratio 2:1 (m/m). Freshly prepared materials were
placed in the plastic modules, 6 mm in diameter and 2 mm
in depth. Fifteen minutes after the preparation, samples
were plased in the culture medium for 3h and 7-days.

MTT test

After the culture medium was removed and
100 µl of fresh materials’ solutions was added. The
samples were incubated for 24h and after that 10 μl of
3-(4,5-dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-2,5-diphenyltetrazolium
bromide (5 mg/ml MTT solution, Sigma, Munich,
Germany) was added per pool. After additional
incubation, 100 µl of 10% sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS)
in 0.01 M HCl (Serva, Heidelberg, Germany) was added.
An optical density was quantitated spectrophotometrically
on ELISA plate reader (DV990/BV6, Roma, Italy) at

Figure 2. SEM micrograph of hydrated sample of ALBO-MPCA2,
maginication 5000×
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Figure 3. SEM micrograph of hydrated sample of MTA+, maginication
20000×

The relative viablility of cells increased following
the exposure time (Figure 4). Statistically significant
differences between 3h and 7-day exposure time were
observed respecting all investigated materials (p<0.05).
Statistically significant differences between ALBOMPCA2 and MTA+, and ALBO-MPCA2 and ALBOMPCA2 after 3h were noted (p<0.05).

Figure 4. Relative viability of cells (%) following the exposure to fresh
investigated materials

Discussion
Prior to the clinical use of new material, it is of
utmost importance to conduct investigations on its in
vitro and in vivo biocompatibility. It has been shown
that nanostructured surface can affect the material’s
biocompatibility, as weel as its biological activity after the
placement into the vital tissues11. Furthermore, material’s
biocompatibility may be influenced by its chemical nature
and the dynamics of ion release12.
The results of our study indicate that investigated
materials ALBO-MPCA1, ALBO-MPCA2 and MTA+
are consisted of polygonal nano-particles that form the
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agglomerates, spherical and rod-like with predominant
calcium silicate phases. Such nanostructured surface is
desirable because it mimics more closely the hierarchical
organization of the bone tissue and may enhance cell
differentiation and proliferation11.
Results obtained by the MTT test showed
that metabolic activity of cells increased with the
exposure time for all investigated materials which
can be considered as a good indicator of materials’
biocompatibility. Since the MTT test speaks about the
mitochondrial activity of cells, we can not conclude with
completely certanty whether the cell proliferation in cell
culture occured, but we can discuss about the relative
viability of cells. None of the samples showed relative
viability of cell below 70%, which is the limit defined by
the ISO standard13. The lowest relative viability of cells
observed in the case of ALBO-MPCA2 after 3h can be
related to initially the highest aluminium ion release and
the highest pH values14. Although the mentioned study
investigated the completely set materials, it is reasonable
to expect that the concentration of released aluminium ion
would be even higher.
The relative viability of cells increased with time,
indicating that Bi2O3 used as radiocontrast agent in the
case of ALBO-MPCA1 does not signifficantly affect
material’s biocompatibility, as previously stated15,16,17.
Although there are some attepts to use different
radiopacifier, like ytterbium trifluoride18 and zirconium
oxide19 that may improve some other properties, we
decided to use Bi2O3 because they provide lower contrast.
The same radiocontrast agent was used in the case of
MTA+. It can be also concluded that BaSO4, used as
radiocontrast agent in the case of ALBO-MPCA2 does not
influence its bicompatibility due to the highest observed
relative viability of cells after 7-days.
According to our knowlegde there is no study that
investigated the cytotoxic effects of freshly prepared
materilas based on calcium-silicates. Due to the fact that
the primary indication of calcium silicate based materials
is the therapy of teeth with incomplete root development,
the SCAP cell culture was chosen for the experimental
model in this study.
Earlier studies showed that materials based on
calcium silicates are biocompatible, using different
experimental models, cell cultures and materials’
elutes20,21,22. A certain percentage of cytotoxicity is
expected due to the very high pH values of calcium
silicate based materials, resulting from the release of
calcium hydroxide that occurs during the hydration
process of these materials2. However, such high pH
values may be decreased in in vivo conditions due to
buffer capacity of dentine that drops the pH level to
physiological, and creates the optimum conditions for
material’s biological effect23.
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Conclusions
The synthesized materials are adequately designed,
possessing the appropriate surface morphology, which is
of importance for their bioactivity. The biocompatibility
of investigated materials is comparable 
to the control
material MTA+, and therefore these materials can be
recommended for for further clinical studies.
Note: The results of this paper were awarded for the oral
presentation at the 22nd BaSS Congress.
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The Use of Pre-Fabricated Composite Veneers to
Enhance Esthetics
SUMMARY

Stela Panteqi1, Adem Alushi2, Orges Simeon1

Background: This article is focused on the use of polymerized, prefabricated nano-hybrid-composite veneers to close diastema and to regain
a vitality appearance of non vital discolored teeth. Case Reports: A 24-year
old patient presented herself with a major complaint about the discoloration
of her maxillary central incisors. The prefabricated composite veneers were
recommended as the perfect solution in this case. Tooth shape and size was
evaluated with the contour guide. Two pre-fabricated composite veneers size
“M” were trimmed and cemented with the same hybrid composite resin that
they were made from. A 28 year-old patient presented herself with a major
complaint about her diastema. Her maxillary frontal teeth were intact.
It was decided to use two veneers; size “L” and shade A2/B2 and Enamel
Universal were chosen. Identical steps were followed as in clinical case 2.
Conclusion: This new technique of treatment resulted to be an affordable
way to regain esthetics. It is a one session treatment and requires no lab
sessions, which makes it very comfortable for both dentist and patients.
As with all new techniques, there is still a lot to be done, to confirm its
effectiveness as a long term solution in esthetic dentistry.

Key words: Veneers, Composite, Direct technique, Esthetics

Introduction
Achieving an attractive smile requires so many
different components interacting with each other like: the
face, head and neck; facial structures and features; the
nature, form, functions and condition of, in particular, the
soft tissues of the lower third of the face, specifically the
lips; the architecture and health of the gingival tissue; and
last, but by no means least, the shapes, condition, shades,
and function of individual teeth, and the dentition as a
whole.
Designing beautiful smiles has been a challenge
for many years and the “invention” of dental veneering
has been a crucial feature of this challenge. While the
“invention” of veneering anterior teeth by Dr. Pincus1
was presented in 1937, it became more popular in the
mid-seventies, using three different approaches: direct
bonding using resin composites, prefabricated composite
veneers and indirect, custom-made porcelain veneer2. In
the late 1970 and early 1980s, this technique was followed
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and improved by Rochette3. Dentistry has changed
dramatically over the past 30 years and this process has
been catalyzed by various factors. There are lots of other
options for achieving a beautiful smile such as: full metalceramic restorations, all-ceramic restorations and other
direct techniques.
Traditional restorations such as metal-ceramic have
predictable strength and a history of long term success,
but typically less than ideal esthetics. The increasing
demand of patients for the improved esthetics has driven
the development of all ceramic systems. These systems
have grown exponentially with the development of
esthetic and biocompatible ceramics. The absence of
metal allows a natural transmission of light through the
restoration, improving the appearance of the gingival
margin tissue.
Direct esthetic restorations require careful techniques
combined with creative and artistic skills and considerable
chairside time. Indirect techniques using laboratory
manufactured restoration outsource the skills to provide
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an esthetic restoration, and may improve the long term
performance. In comparison to direct procedures, indirect
approaches traditionally require more tooth preparation
to create the space required for the necessary thickness of
material and to prevent over-contouring, and it will cost
more because of extra appointment, temporary restoration
and laboratory fee.
The newest generation of composites used indirectly
in the anterior region has shown some promising results
like supporting mechanical stress adequately, an excellent
esthetics and the possibility of the intraoral reparation4.
Nowadays, direct techniques have improved a lot
with the new generation of composites giving us the
possibility to use the pre-fabricated composite veneer
systems. This kind of veneers (Mastique®, Caulk)
was explored about 35 years ago, using a methylmethacrylate matrix and large glass fillers, such as
used in resin composites but with limited success due to
technological limitations and poor surface qualities5. This
paper is mostly focused on the use of a new generation
polymerized,
pre-fabricated
nano-hybrid-composite
veneers, to close diastema and to regain a vitality
appearance of non vital discolored teeth.

Case presentation
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careful clinical examination and taking patients’ medical
history a radiographic assessment was performed. Her
maxillary central incisors were endodontically treated, and
restored with the direct composite veneers. Patient’s oral
hygiene and periodontal tissue status were excellent.
The ideal treatment was all-ceramic crowns, but due
to financial limitations and requested tooth preservation,
prefabricated composite veneers were recommended as
the perfect solution in this case. Tooth shape and size were
evaluated with the contour guide, size “M” (Figure 2).
Prior to determining the dentin shade, a dental bleaching
(Figure 3) was performed to achieve the desired shade
for the patient. After 3 weeks, the Synergy D6 color
guide (Figure 4) was used to determine the dentin shade
A2/B2 and the enamel shade White Opalescent. After
tooth preparation, two pre-fabricated composite veneers
were trimmed with abrasive discs (SwissFlex, Coltene)
(Figure 5) and tried in to match the size and shape of the
desired restoration. Phosphoric acid (35%) was used to
etch the tooth surface and One Coat Bond was used as the
adhesive system included in the Componeer system. After
the placement of the retraction cord, the veneers were
cemented with the same hybrid composite resin that they
are made from (Figure 6). Finishing and polishing strips
were used for interproximal areas and flexible abrasive
discs (3M/ESPE) were used for the incisal edge.

After taking a detail patient history, the goals of
esthetic dental care were set and they included the
following:
1.
2.
3.

Meet the realistic expectations of the patient,
Obtain long term functional and esthetic
stability,
Achieve the treatment goals through the application
of minimal intervention approaches,

Clinical Case 1
A 28-year old healthy female patient presented
herself with a major complaint about the discoloration
of her maxillary central incisors (Figure 1). She also
requested the bleaching of her teeth and an overall
improvement of the appearance of her smile. After a

Figure 2. Componeer contour guide

Figure 1. Preoperative view

Figure 3. Clinical view after dental bleaching
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incisors to minimize the diastema and to align them. Total
closure of the diastema was not recommended as it would
result in large and unaesthetic maxillary incisors. Size “L”
was chosen with the help of contour guide and A2/B2 was
chosen as the appropriate dentin shade, while the enamel
shade was Enamel Universal. Identical clinical steps were
followed as in clinical case 1 including: tooth preparation,
isolation, retraction cord placement, etching, rinsing,
adhesive application and final veneer cementation (Figure
9 and10).

Figure 4. Componeer Synergy D6 shade guide

Figure 7. Preoperative retracted view

Figure 5. Trimmed veneers

Figure 8. Preoperative non-retracted view
Figure 6. Postoperative view

Clinical Case 2
A 28 year-old female patient presented herself with
a major complaint about her diastema and the position of
her maxillary central incisors (Figure 7). A careful clinical
examination revealed a healthy patient with a perfect oral
hygiene (Figure 8). Her maxillary frontal teeth were intact
without any restoration so the treatment options were easy
to discuss. Due to financial limitations, pre-fabricated
composite veneers were chosen as the perfect option. It
was decided to put two veneers on the maxillary central

Figure 9. Postoperative retracted view
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Figure 10. Postoperative non-retracted view

Discussion
According to Wilson6 there are three categories of
“dental esthetic imperfections“ that encourage patients
to seek esthetic interventions. These relate to anomalies
in tooth: color, position, shape. Besides these three
main anomalies in our daily practice we face several
challenges such as: to lengthen anterior teeth, to correct
malpositioned teeth, to mask discoloration, to close
diastemas, to restore extensive caries lesions and tooth
fracture, to correct large, old anterior restorations. When
other treatment options are out of reach for the patients,
pre-fabricated composite veneers should be recommend.
Pre-fabricated composite veneers are available in
different shades and sizes which matches the requirements
of the patients. One of the major advantages of prefabricated composite veneers is one-visit appointment,
which lowers the extra cost for provisional restorations
or laboratory procedures. They are easily finished
and polished and can be repaired intra-orally. There is
still need to perform additional studies for mechanical
and esthetic properties of these veneers as technology
improves every day especially comparing direct and
indirect veneers and the materials they are made of.
A study which evaluated 318 ceramic veneers in 84
patients over 10 years concluded that porcelain laminate
veneers offer a predictable and successful restoration with
survival probability rate of 93.5% over 10 years. Bruxism
and nonvital teeth were associated with significantly
increased failure rates, and discoloration of marginal part
of the restorations were worse in patients who smoked7.
Nonetheless, it was established that the type and location
of the restoration are two determining factors for the
marginal integrity of the restorations8.
As the esthetic potential of composite veneers is
much better to the metal ceramic restorations, it is often
possible to place the margins of composite restorations
supragingivally or equigingivally. These locations of
the margin simplify the restoration preparation, with the
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additional benefit to the periodontal health. Furthermore,
emergence profiles are less likely to be over-contoured as
is commonly.
Contouring and shaping of the restoration complete
the primary anatomy. Polishing produces a smooth light
reflective surface. This prevents the plaque accumulation,
resists staining and improves marginal adaptation,
enhancing the longevity and esthetics. To contour the
primary anatomy and finish margins, the multi-fluted
carbide and diamond burs may be used, followed by the
abrasive and polishing devices including discs, strips
and paste. The overuse of polishing discs can lead to the
flat profile of the final surface. The judicious use of the
rotary burs and discs along the line angels of the tooth and
coping of the convex labial contour of the teeth will allow
a natural tooth surface that will reflects lights correctly
and has the correct form.
Despite being a less expensive treatment option,
pre-fabricated composite veneers are good treatment
choice from a biological point of view as the wear of the
antagonist enamel is less than ceramics9. A lot of studies
evaluated either the survival of only ceramics or the resin
composites as veneer material, without their comparison.
There is no reliable evidence to show a benefit of one type
of veneer restorations over the other with consideration of
the restoration longevity 10.
There is little information about long term survival
of different indirect laminate systems11. The technique
and materials described in this paper remain a very good
option for our patients. It can be used to close diastemas,
to regain symmetry of the shape of frontal teeth, to restore
a vital look to non vital teeth, to align malpositioned teeth.
If this system is properly used, according to the system
guidelines, it can achieve very good results which can be
beneficial for both professionals and patients.

Conclusions
This new technique of treatment resulted to be
an affordable way to regain esthetics. It allows the
practitioner to use this technique in a various number of
cases. It is a one session treatment and requires no dental
laboratory appointment, which makes it very comfortable
for both dentist and patients. As with all new techniques,
there is still a lot to be done, to confirm its effectiveness
as a long term solution in esthetic dentistry.
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Chondroblastoma of the TMJ: Case Report
SUMMARY

Background: Chondroblastoma is one of the rare diseases. It often
localizes in the epiphysis of the long bones. It is very rare in the flat bones
(20 % in men), especially in the facial bones and TMJ. Usually it is found
in young people under the age of 20 and its rate in women is 2 times lesser
than in men. Its etiology is still unknown. Case report: Patient M.P., a 45
years old male, applied to Clinic with limited mouth opening and swelling
on the right periauricular masticatory region. The tumor was removed by
surgical operation under the general anesthesia, sent to pathohistologic
analysis, and the diagnosis of chondroblastoma was confirmed. Conclusion:
Treatment has been successful and no recurrent findings or postoperative
complications, including functional restrictions, have occurred in the one
year following the complete tumor excision.

Key words: Chondroblastoma, TMJ

Introduction
Chondroblastoma is considered as one of the most rare
tumors of the TMJ1. Although chondrogen tumors are rare in
mandibula, they are often characterized with malignancy2,3.
In 1931., the first detailed information about
chondroblastoma was reported by Codman (in some
literatures it is called “Codman tumor”). Because of
chondroblastoma is differentiated from the giant cells,
Codman suggested a new term “benign chondroblastoma”.
In 1942, Iaffe and Lixtenstain reported “Giant cell
chondromatous tumors of the epiphysis, 9 cases”1.
As it mentioned chondroblastoma is common in the
epiphysis of long bones, it may be benign and malignant.
In benign chondroblastoma, patients usually complain of
discomfort, pain during exercise, contracture, muscular
hypertrophy, limping (if tumor is located in lower
extremities). In malignancy (malignization in 7 % of
patients), pain syndrome exacerbates suddenly, especially
at nights4. Disease is aggressive, manifested with
complications such as partial fractures, edema and joint
deformation5-9. Far metastases are rare in malignancy. The
treatment of chondroblastoma is only surgery: it includes
extensive segmental resection and bone plasticity.
Usually the prognosis of chondroblastoma is considered
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satisfactory, but in some cases the possible recurrence is
not excluded during the first 3 years.
The aim of this paper was to describe the
treatment of one case of chondroblastoma located in the
temporomandibular region.

Case report
In 2015., a 45 years old male applied to our Clinic
with limited mouth opening and swelling on the right
side of his face. Asymmetry on the face configuration
was noted by visual examination due to the swelling on
the right periauricular masticatory region. MRI showed
a neoplasm in the right pterygomandibular region, in the
projection of the lateral pterygoid muscle (Figure 1).
On palpation, the swelling was hard and elastic
consistency. The mouth opening was painful and limited.
According to the anamnesis, although the patient consider
himself as sick during approximately 2 months, he did not
receive any treatment. The differential diagnosis should
included bone cyst, chondroma, osteoma, chondrosarcoma
and osteosarcoma. After preparation of patient for surgery
the removing of tumor was done via preauricular approach
under the general anesthesia (Figures 2 & 3).
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Figure 1. MRI of TMJ

Figure 2. Preauricular approach

Figure 3. Intraoperative view

Figure 4. Histologic view. Staining HE, X200

Figure 5. 3 months after surgery

Figure 6. The limited mouth opening is relatively eliminated
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The removed neoplasm was sent for pathohistologic
analysis. Any complication was noted during surgery and
after surgery. Reactive bone fragments, fibrous stroma,
cell proliferation which includes chondroblasts in some
areas were seen in pathohistologic result. Necrosis
and high mitotic activity were not noted (Figure 4).
No recurrent findings or postoperative complications,
including functional restrictions, have occurred following
complete tumor excision (Figures 5 & 6).
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no recurrent findings or postoperative complications,
including functional restrictions, have occurred in the one
year following complete tumor excision.
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Discussion
Chondroblastoma is a rare tumor which is the 1 % of
all bone tumors1. According to some literature, Blaauw et
al.10 summarized the report of the chondroblastoma of the
skull bones in 44 cases. There are some reports regarding
the chondroblastoma of mandibular condyle11-15. Some
authors think that the localization of tumor depends of age.
Although the intracranial and extracranial localizations of
tumors are more common in older population, contrary in
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